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Ta whet y*ur .:ppetits for our main courses this

month, I offer this smattering of hors d'oeuvres.
Before I do so, however, a bit of humble pie: My
apologies to our colleagues in the field of landscape

architecture who may have taken umbrage with my

broad swat in June's "Planning to Grow" (page 19 of
that issue). I didn't mean to single your profession

out, but rather to suggest that only those trained as

planners should use the moniker. lf one isn't quali-

fied to plan more than a site, then that's as far as

they should go. Others. such as the amply prepared

Clark Stevens of New West Land Company (see

page 36), should go as far as the eye can see.

srixvEY $AYs .".

To the hundreds of readers who answered our recent

magazine survey: Thanks! lt was unprecedented in

length-33 complicated questions-but the depth
of insight you offered lets us to respond to your pro-
fessional needs better than ever.

Most gratifying were your views on changes
we've made to this publication; overwhelmingly, you

told us we're on the right track. For example, the
tally indicates the "most useful" portions of the
magazine are our technical section, Process (see

page 65), and our monthly roundup of new materials
and methods, Sources (see page 73). We introduced
both features in May 2003, when we unveiled our
new graphic design. l'm glad we hit that nail on the
head. (Our design did too, apparently, garnering
tremendously positive critiques; many respondents
rated our overall design as "excellent.")

Although the results show our approach to be
right on the money, we know there's plenty of room
to improve, and your suggestions are duly noted.

Just as you did with our survey, we too will deliver.

Pef $sRvthjs GA{-ttri'$ LEGACY
When you're building upon the unfinished work of
one of history's greatest architects, it's hard to be
right on the money. That's what the Spanish architect
Antoni Gonz6lez i Moreno-Navarro has learned
anew, as his work on Antoni Gaudfl jewel, the Crypt
of the Church of Colonia Gtlell (1898-1916), takes

R:SHT ON
THH IV1ONEY
BY C.C. SULLIVAN

shape in a village outside of Barcelona. Local resi-

dents have protested the work. uNESCo, which has

been considering adding the crypt-as well as Casa

Batl16, Casa Vicens, and the Sagrada Familia's nativ-

ity faEade-to its prestigious (and highly protective)

list of World Heritage sites, is reporledly waffling on

account of the new work. And critics are heaping

scorn: Juan Jos6 Lahuerta's blistering open letter to
Barcelona's Mayor Pasqual Maragall in Casabe//a's

June issue dissects each of Gonz5lez's moves.

Except for uNrsco's surprise role, the controversy

sounds familiar. In 1990, a similar uProar marked by

candlelight vigils was caused by the addition of con-

temporary sculptures to the Sagrada Familia. The

work proceeded; Gaudi still rests in peace.

Like many European cities, Barcelona is a place

where such changes (and protests) are inevitable and

healthy. (See our reports on pages 21 and 50.) A few

well-placed critics not beholden to Gaudi's impecca-

ble legacy opine that the concerns are a bit over-

wrought. Gonz6lez is removing post-Gaudi additions
and inserting new paving, a stairway, and a solemn

roof terrace with a modern stone parapet that no

one would ever mistake for a Gaudi.

s[$isf{s ()et cHlr\iA
Here's another idea that's right on the money:

Reciprocity. Architects are loathe to admit (or may

not know) that Americans are protectionist when it
comes to design services. Our state licensing poli-
cies need to be amended, say representatives o{

major U.S. architectural groups, or we could be

locked out of fast-growing foreign markets. (The

issue was one of nine areas of critical reform identi-
fied in a recent report on internship-see page 24.)

The AIA did the right thing when it renewed its

"Accord on Professionalism in Architecture" with the
Architectural Society of China this yeal an agree-
ment begun in 1993. Yet the pact still lacks explicit
language on reciprocal licensing, accreditation, or

educational degrees. Certainly this is in the interests

of both countries; the state registration boards, if not

NCARB, should immediately give the AIA authority
to neootiate on their behalf. r
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Love the magazine, but ...
Your magazine is the best as far as design and content. I wish
I could say the same for your website. More types of media-
movies, panoramas, and larger, more frequent images-
would be a step in the right direction.
Bryan E. Whitman
New Odeans

Fired up
In "Fire Codes Spur Debate" [June 2004, page 27], the author
says that NFPA 5000 is the other "prevalent code" along with
the International Building Code llBCj. My research shows that
only a handful of jurisdictions have adopted the NFPA 5000
and that hundreds have adopted the 2000 or 2003 IBC with
hundreds more planning to implement the IBC very soon.
Oscar Sanders

Reno, Nevada

Sharpen that pencil
I found "Admitting Modernism" [June 2004, page 37] on the
magazine Pencil Points by John Morris Dixon very interesting,
especially since lhave an original copy of Volume 1,lssue 1.

I wonder how much that issue is worth these days?
Thomas F. Karwinski
Mobile, Alabama

Extra ! Darth Vader assaults dowager !

One of the great preservation problems is the protection of the
settings of individual landmarks and districts. The Porter House

[June 2004, page 74] is a glaring example of how an entire his-
toric district can be degraded by what "resides just beyond the
edge." And while the article states that the addition may be
"difficult for passersby to connect with its historic base," the
view from Ninth Avenue tells a more distressing story, nothing
so much as a helpless old dowager being assaulted by an archi-
teclural Darth Vader wielding dozens of light sabers.

Robert Mackensen

Yuba City, California

I was dumbstruck and amused by your June cover. ls this not
the ugliest construction in memory? ls there no better exam-
ple of a structural lie, or an addition without respect for the
original building? The archltect's intent was to make the new
construction look like it is magically suspended, which is a
disappointment. As a former job captain with Eero Saarinen,
I ask: What has happened to appealing architecture, not to
mention beautiful architecture, a goal that seems out of
reach of our ordinary lives? Surprise, yes, but at what cost?
Charles Gathers, 5r.

Charlotte, North Carolina

As Cleveland goes, so goes Detroit
Like the Cleveland Municipal School District and its lack of
"exemplary" design Uune 2004, page 1121, Detroit Public
Schools are facing the same challenges that confront most of

lE or I Eour rr

the large urban districts
in the country. Detroit,
however, has now chal-
lenged its architectural
teams to go beyond
the "bland, formulaic"
approaches and strive
for an expression that
captures the true spirit
of the city-past, pres-
ent and future, provid-
ing a key stimulus for
the community at large.
With our strong district
leadership advocating
the value of innovative

or laoor [l

architecture, several of the schools from the $'1 .5 billion bond
program are noteworthy for their design innovation. With all
of the high-profile investments in stadiums and casinos, it is

reassuring that a real investment in educational facilities will
have a role in the new Detroit.
Jeffrey Boes

Detroit

My money's on the landscape architect
I share the sentiments in your editorial "Planning to Grow"
[June 2004, page 19]: lt seems most every consulting disci-
pline remotely associated with land development has recent-
ly and miraculously gained the skills and human resources
necessary to add "planning" to their menu of services. I was,
however, somewhat surprised that you would list and perhaps
even highlight landscape architects among the dubious. After
all, which professional discipline and academic field dedicates
more energy toward evaluating the project for its on- and off-
site context and planning for existing conditions? Architects
too often fail to incorporate adjacent outdoor "rooms" during
the design process. By contrast, the landscape architect is

routinely challenged to integrate all existing on- and off-site
features, including vegetation, proposed structures, drainage,
land uses and activities, and pedestrian and vehicular circula-
tion. Such skills are a rare find in a "olanner."

I enjoy your magazine immensely. Cheers.
James Gregory Ward
Orlando, Florida

You seem concerned that landscape architects are practicing
planning, yet landscape architecture is the major planning,
design, construction, and management profession of the
exterior environment-not arch itecture. I n school, landscape
architects are taught fundamental physical planning skills; in

practice, they commonly prepare physical planning docu-
ments for small countries, whole states, wildlife preserves,

transportation corridors, urban districts, and recreational
lands. Landscape architects are licensed to plan and design
the relationships between buildings, site grading and hydrol-

Continued on page 94



The man-bites-dog story of construction economics goes like

this: Rising interest rates won't dampen residential construc-

tion-on the contrary they'll give it a shot in the arm.

Huh? Yes, that's what many experts argue today. There's

the fact that housing is still an attractive investment, as Floyd

Norris reported in the New York Trmes last month. And then

there! the homebuyers' crush to finance purchases before

rates go up more, says David Seiders, chief economist for the

National Association of Home Builders. And the improving

employment picture and high consumer confidence should

counteract dips caused by higher financing costs, adds Joel

L. Naroff, chief economist of Cherry Hill, New Jersey-based

Commerce Bancorp. Plus, says Gina Martin, an economist

with Wachovia Securities, based in Charlotte, North Carolina,

"Mortgage rates have plenty of room to move before they

even reach prerecession levels."

Architects might like this rosy contrarian thinking, but the

data shows a need for guarded optimism: Housing starts

dipped In April, May, and June. But that does little to deflate

the banter. The market is still "robust," says Martin, although

she sees a falloff by October. "The pace will keep up," adds

Naroff. "At least for a while." C.C. Sullivan

New York City-based architect Frederic Schwartz's
design for New Jersey's September 11 memorial
(above)-two stainless-steel walls engraved with victim's
names-has won the competition for the Jersey City site.

R. Buckminster Fuller-iconoclastic and adored architect and

inventor-was the latest historical figure to be commemorat-

ed with a stamp issued bythe U.S. Postal Service on July 12,

the legendary architect! birthday. The stamp image, a 1964

painting by Boris Artzybasheff, depicts Fuller's head in the pat-

tern of his most famous invention-the geodesic dome. Some

of his other inventions aPPear in the image as well, including

the 4D House and the Dymaxion Car' Largely self-taught,

Fuller's ingenuity led to 25 Patents, ranging from construction

orocesses to cars. Dedicated to the use of technology and

geometry to revolutionize housing and, in fact, daily life, Fuller

designed several inexpensive, mass-produced homes-one

of which could be assembled and airlifted into plac+-and

other various constructs under the title Dymaxion, a word

coined by advertisers and trademarked under Fuller's name

that is a combination of "dynamic," "maximum," and "ion."

The architect received 47 honorary doctorate degrees for his

work and the Presidential Medal of Freedom before he died

at the aqe of 88 in 1983. Katie Gerfen

iOn July 4th the cornerstone for the 1,776+0ot Freedom Tswer was ,of Skidmore, 0wings & Merrill has superseded Libeskind as the

arohitgct of the Freedom Tower, Studio Daniel Libeskind provided

high-profile schematic design services. But as Silverstein does the

math, that is only worth $225,000.

laid atthe World Trade Center site. In tess celebratory news, its mas-

ter planner Daniel Libeskind is suing the building's developel Larry

A. Silverstein, for $84i1,750 in architectural fees. While David Childs

- 
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Mr. Bridge is at it again. Last month saw

the inauguration of no fewer than four
new spans by Spanish architect and

engineer Santiago Calatrava, whose lyri-

cal, cable-stayed designs have become
a favorite of European municipalities
looking to improve their infrastructure
while putting themselves on the design
map. Indeed, three of the four bridges
opened in Amsterdam last month, pro-
viding both traffic relief and instant
iconography for Haarlemmermeer, a

rapidly expanding mixed-use region
west of the city's main airport. The
fourth, however, marks Calatrava's
bridge debut in the United States.

On July 4th, the city of Redding,
California, and its Turtle Bay
Exploration Park inaugurated the
Calatrava-designed Sundial Bridge
(right), which connects the park's muse-

um to its 200-acre arboretum on the
opposite side of the Sacramento River.

Respecting the park's mission to
explore the relationship between the
human race and the natural world. the
7O0-foot-long span for pedestrian
crossings is careful to sit lightly on its
site, which happens to be the location
of a salmon-spawning pond in the river.

There are no columns in the water
and the bridge s deck-suspended
from cables fastened to a 217-foot-tall
inclined pylon on the north side of the
Sacramento-is made of steel-framed,
nonskid glass panels to reduce shadows
on the water. To further minimize the
impact o{the structure on the riverbank,
steel for the $23 million bridge was pre-
fabricated in Vancouver, Washington,
and trucked to Redding in 4O-foot-long
sections. Abby Bussel

New York Imes architecture critic Herbert
Muschamp has stepped down to pursue

other opportunities at the paper. Nicolai
0uroussoff, the architecture critic for the
Los Angeles lrmeg has replaced him.

f-rThirty-seven-year-old firm Hardy Holzman

ffeiffer Associates is splitting up into three
new entities: H3 Hardy Collaboration will be
led by Hugh Hardy; Malcolm Holzman will
loin with partner Douglas Moss to form the

firm Holzman Moss Architecture; and
Norman Pfeiffer, with current partners
Stephen Johnson and Jean Marie Gath, will
remain in Los Angeles under the new name
Pfeiffer Partners.

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)
is confronting its area! burgeoning population growth head_
on, calling for a plan that includes 400,000 new residential
units in high-rise configurations. By converting just 2 percent
of the land in the six-county region into dense housing
zones, commuting times to jobs will be reduced resultinq in
a decrease in pollution as well.

SCAG, the largest of nearly 700 councils of government in
the United States, functions as the main planning body for six
counties: Los Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino, Riverside,
Ventura, and lmperial. The association is mandated by the fed_
eral government to research and draw up plans for trans_
portation, growth management, hazardous waste manage_
ment, and air quality. By law these initiatives must be followed
by member municipalities.

In its repor.t, "The Compass Vision,,, SCAG outlines the
need: The region's population is projected to grow oy more
than one-third to 23 million by 2030, with most of the increase
coming from births in existing families. lf the region stays on
its current course of growth, traffic congestion in some areas
would more than triple, air quality would worsen, the cost of

lE oa I eoor 
-

transporting goods would increase, and the region,s economy
would suffer.

"ln evaluating the potential for the plan, we learned that
some subregions were already considering changes, like
mixed-use development and higher-density housrng near
subway stations," says Beverly perry, city of Brea council-
woman. "We're now helping cities with toolkits to demon-
strate how these changes can make a big difference in land-
use and transpoftation planning."

One of SCAG's main goals is to improve mobility by inte-
grating transportation with land-use planning and by using
subway, light-rail, and commuter-rail stations as potential
sites for future mixed-use developments. The plan also
encourages infill development on scattered sites in already
urbanized areas.

"The political consensus building for high-density hous-
ing in the region is just beginning," says Jeffrey Lustgarten,
spokesperson for SCAG. "When SCAG board members go
to their communities and explain how the plan improves
transportation options, eliminates congestion, and reduces
pollution, the response is positive." Eileen McMorrow
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Having an effigy of your building burnt is pretty high uP there

as architectural honors go. This summer a flammable model of

the Ara Pacis Museum Complex in Rome, a design created by

Richard Meier & Parlners, was burned in protest of such blatant

modernism being inserted into a historic city center.

In 1995, Meier was commissioned to design a replacement

for the deteriorating Mussolini-era glass-and-travertine struc-

ture that housed the Ara Pacis, or Altar of Peace, built by

Augustus in the first century B.C. on the east bank of the Tiber.

Meier's design, a $10 million glass-and-steel museum complex,

has met with considerable controversy: work on the project was

halted in 2001 by the newly ascended politically-and aesthet-

ically-rightist regime. Critics described the design as the "Los

Angelization of Rome."

The building is now on track again, however, and slated for

completion in April 2005, but the former undersecretary for

culture, Vittorio Sgarbi-a traditionalist art critic who recently

founded the "Beauty Party," solely dedicated to protecting

Italy's cultural heritage-is still riled. In June, Sgarbi staged the

burning of a model near the Mausoleum of Augustus.

For Meiet part of the irony in Sgarbi's critique is that his

design replaces a modern structure of similar mass. " Fifty years

later, modernism is still appropriate," says Meier. Sgarbi has

attacked other modernist buildings: He successfully stopped

the Uffizi Gallery in Florence from building an addition by Arata

lsozaki-won by competition-and now has his sights on Zaha

Hadid's Center for Contemporary Art in Rome'

"He is simply against any interesting architecture of quali-

ty," says Richard Meier. However, Meier's recently completed

Jubilee Church-a fantastic structure amid 1960s aPartment

bulldings-has been spared such virulent criticism' Bay Brown

London Mayor Ken Livingstone has

appointed architect Richard Rogers as his

architecture and urbanism adviser for his

second four-year term, for a modest fee of

one oound.

f-+ David A. Wallace,86, a Philadelphia architect

best known for his work on Baltimore s Inner

Harbor. has committed suicide' Edward

Killingworth, 86, one of the last Case Study

House architects died last month. Joseph

Wasserman, 73, a housing architect and a

former president of the AIA New York City

Chapter is dead. Ellen Ramsey Singer,56' a

San Francisco-based trustee of the National

Trustfor Historic Preservation, has also died.

Ci rcle 2'l B or www.architecturema g.com/producti nfo
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of 400 acres over a ten-year period-
with 2010 as the scheduled end date-
integrating renovated industrial struc-

tures with new buildings and maintain-

ing a mix of commercial, educational,

and resldential functions. lt was partly

conceived as a response to the brusque

urban renewal carried out for the adja-

cent Olympic Village in 1992, when 20

industrial blocks were expediently razed

or gutted and then rebuilt w;th high

architectural ideals.

Much care has been given at 22@ to
nrneood nierp hv nieee and avoid insen-

sitive demolitions, conserving the urban

grain of the existing blocks, including the

curious internal divisions that sometimes

followed pre-Cerdd drainage patterns.

Although there is a committee to moni-

tor architectural standards, there has

been no attempt to induce architectural

masteroieces but instead to create

incentives for synergy between work-
nlerac <.h^^lc en.l hnr rcino The onc

building with true monumental presence

is Jean Nouvel's soon-to-be complete

Agbar Tower, a 32-story polychromatic
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THE BARCELONA MODEL
With a sensitive scale, sustainable design, and public amenities, a 400-acre urban renewal proiect creates
a new paradigm for city planners. by Richard Ingersoll

Barcelona's city

planners have convincingly invented anti-

dotes to sprawl. ln the 1980s, then-direc-

tor of city planning Oriol Bohigas bril-

liantlv execrrted his famous dictum:
' '"' ' "'J

"Sanitize the centel monumentalize the

edge. " His approach was typified by

magnificent spot renewals in the historic

center-such as the Raval districtt cultur-

al axis, which culminates in Richard

Meiers 1995 Museum of Contemporary

Art-and major civic interventions in

remote districts, such as the popular park

El Clot, installed on abandoned train

yards. "22@" is the latest program in a

series of urban innovations that have con-

tributed to what is increasingly known as

the "Barcelona Model" among planners.

Oroanized drrrino the late 1990s-" 'J '

under the guidance of former director of

city planning, Josep Acebillo, and with

the advice of economist Joan Trullen,

22@ is an effort to convert the decaying

industrial stretches of the northern part

of the city, once classified under the zon-
inn r:tcnnnr "??a " into a fenewed

neighborhood dedicated to information

and communications technologies. The

name 22@ is a marketing gimmick,

meant to draw associations with Silicon

Valley-style technology parks, but com-

prising 107 of Barcelona's nineteenth-

century octagonal blocks in the two-

working-class districts of Poblenou and

S:nt lVl:rti-tnnothcr about twiCe the

size of the historic center-it is much

more urban than office park. The site

became a viable location with the com-

pletion of the extended Diagonal

Boulevard, which ends at the new con-

vention center designed by Josep LIuis

Mateo, part of another current revitaliza-

tion project, the Forum of Cultures 2004
(see page 52).

It takes about ten minutes to walk along

Poblenou Boulevard-22@ s other main

drag and one of the most successful

urban renewals of the '1 990s, replete

with retail, restaurants, and offices-to
the six miles of beaches that have been

fully reclaimed over the past decade.

The 22@ plan phases the development

il oE I eoo+ El



office building covered with glass shut-
ters. Although it functions as an icon o{
rebirth and can be seen from almost
everywhere in the area, it was not part of
the plan and belongs to a separate ini-
tiative to redesign the major Les Glories
traffic circle. Just beyond the 22@

precinct lies the site of Frank O. Gehry!
high-speed train station at Sagrera,
scheduled to open in a few years.

PU*LI{ &N* GRESH

What makes the Barcelona Model dif-
ferent from most postindustrial urban
renewals is the commitment to main-
taining partial public ownership. In the
case of 22@, the plan offers incentives
by which developers can increase den-
sities if they use 20 percent of the space
for high-tech activities, contribute
toward new infrastructure, provide
social housing, and yield 10 percent of
their lots for public spaces or buildings.

The new infrastructure includes 3'l

miles of bike paths, 22 miles of rebuilt
roads, connections to a pneumatic
garbage collector; an underground con-
duit for fiber-optic cabling, and a cen-

E? ur I roor 
-

ln aiditio* t* bi;ilding rene-raticns
a*d neg.,r {onitruetic- itcp right,
b*tt*m middle a*d rigtrti, iirf ra -

stiuctur* i;:rpiovements are part cf
the i2G n-=rst€r pian :beit*m ieft).
Jear: N*uvel': Agbar T*wer eiomi-
nates the precinct ito* le{ti.

tralized heating-and-cooling plant. In

addition, parking is limited to discour-
age automobile use, and run-off water
will be recycled for nonpotable uses.

And as public space is a priority, four
blocks have been set aside for "Central
Park," the major green space along
Diagonal Boulevard. Together these
features make 22@ a relatively
advanced sustainable urban district.
even for Eurooe.

Development sites range in size from
half a block to two blocks to encourage
a wide range of scale and attention to
internal block divisions. The 4.600 exist-
ing housing units, some of which have

not been recognized because of anti-
quated zoning, will be legitimized so

that developers can renovate and also

build an equal number of new housing

units, raising the number of market-rate
residential units in the development by
10 percent when the program is com-
plete in 2010.

The German information-technology
company T-Systems has built the first
new structure-a seven-story office
building attached to a four-story train-
ing facility-on half of a block with the
intent to retrofit the buildings on the
other half. A new campus for audio-
visual studies for Pompeu Fabra
University is expected to use rehabilitat-
ed buildings on a six-block site, and last
year the city opened a retrofitted textile
factory to be used for training.

The flexible approach of 22@ has
allowed for an incremental transforma-
tion. Although the area inevitably will
be gentrified, the mix in scale and use-
and the commitment to holding on to
public space-should guarantee a

diverse community: ambitious technol-
ogy companies, small studios in urban
lofts, young people going to university
and vocational schools, and the
holdover working class of the few indus-
tries still located in the district.-
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It'* classic bureau*ratic inertia: Several

groups form a committee to undertake

an unappealing but seemingly inevitable

task. In the first meeting, concrete goals

and action plans are established. Tension

arises. So the group resolves to act-by
meeting again next year.

Thus describes the modus operandi of
a recently disbanded cross-association

group on internship that seemed on the

verge of producing action-almost six

years after it first convened.

Formed in 1999 in response to wor-

ries over an independent study on prac-

tice and academia by education expert
Ernest L. Boyel the group first met as a

"collateral internshio summit" in

Kentucky comprising the "collateral

groups": AlA, NCARB, the National
Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB),

the Association of Collegiate Schools of
Architeclure (ACSA), and the American
Institute of Architecture Students (AIAS).

The 66 delegates easily produced eight
recommendations on everything from

education to professional titling to the

2003, the group released nine recom-

mendations-virtually identical to the
original eight.

By this time, howeve; the report also

listed action items. Chief among them?
"The group has been sunsetted and will

not meet again," says Robert A.

Odermatt, principal of The Odermatt
Group in Berkeley, California, and the
AIA's representative to the collaterals.

FRUS?nP{TtSf{, ANCI #PFO$lT'Sr*
The disbanding leaves a power vacuum,

notes William W. Herrin Jr., an architect
and former member of the Alabama

Board of Architects who represented

NCARB. "No single collateral has own-

ership of this, and nobody has cast in

concrete what they're going to do."
This outcome-and glacial pace of

progress-has frustrated those seeking
tangible reform. "Not only was this five
years in the making, but it didn't change
much in those five years," says John
Cary Jr., who cofounded the intern-

boosting group ArchVoices five years

group members. Still more opposition
has come from academic circles: "ACSA

didn't like it when we said integrate
practice into education," says Herrin.

Proponents of the changes include

the AIAS, which formally endorses them,

and the NAAB, which is revising its

accreditation policies in support of them.
The AIA references the report in its edu-

cation policies and passed a resolution at

its national conference in Chicago in June

calling for the evolution of internship and

for future summits on the tooic.

i:ICA&g ft#AflY TC} A{T?
Remarkably, even NCARB seems ready

to act on much of the collateral group's

advice: A statement issued last month

after its annual meeting says that it
"welcomes, and has carefully consid-

ered" the nine recommendations and
has "unanimously endorsed" all but the
sixth-that the exam be permitted
upon graduation. "The ARE is, as it
should be, a practice-based exam-
ination," read the missive.

"We'll continue to make the exam
more practice-based, because it's the
final gatekeeper to licensure," says

Frank M. Guillot, newly elected NCARB

president and principal of Guillot-
Vivian-Viehmann Architects, Burlington,
Vermont. "lf you're saying someone

[who passes] can practice independent-
ly, then it should be practice-based."

Yet former leaders of the collateral
group are pressing for a complete
embrace from NCARB. "Many students
already have practice experience,"
counters Herrin. "These are grown-ups,

and they should be allowed to decide
when they take the exam."

Clearly, immediate adoption of all of
the measures by all of the collaterals is

very unlikely. And with the task group
dissolved, observers worry about losing
ground on reform.

"Keeping interns involved is most
important," says Odermatt. "They're
our lifeblood; we want to keep the best

and briohtest in the orofession." 
-

1. Broaden accessibility to the profussion.
2. lntegrffe practice into education.
3. Integrate education into practice.
4. Require professional degrees from accredhed prograrns for registration.
5. Allow.alternTiv: types of professional experience for registration.
6. Permit examination upon graduation.
7. Promote continuous leaming and mentorship.
8. Strengthen national and international reciprocity.
9. Recognize architecture graduates with appropriate titling and responsibility.

SOURCEJ COLTATERAL 
'NTERNSHIP 

MAT{AGEMENT GROUP EXEC UTIVE SUMMAPI, JUNE 2OO3

architect registration exam (ARE) that ago. "The bulk of the work was done
they felt could improve internship. over one weekend in 1999."

Unable to force the items into imme- The associations have supported the
diate action, the group formalized with nine recommendations with varying lev-

representatives of the five associations els of enthusiasm and with the notable
and met three times over the next two exception of NCARB, which still objects
years, finally drafting a 2001 report to changing the timing of the ARE and
restating the 1999 proposals. The task expanding the use of the term "archi-

force then reorganized again, changed tect" and whose reluctance may have

its name again, and met again; by June also quieted reform efforts by other

Et uo I Eoor f,
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A BETTER RAP FOR OWNER'S REPS byRichardr.Anderson

hr',o inrro:co.] ,. .^m^la"iirr nrror tho lec+ r'lar:r'la nr cn

it ,s more common for clients to hire third-par1y profes-
sionals to act as their representatives. Many clients seem

to find va ue in what this new entity brings to the
process. Unfoftunately, the value of an "owner's repre-
sentative" has not always been as apparent to architects,
contractors, ano engrneers.

By hiring a representative-typically an architect,
^^^;-^^" with a construction or.{o\/olnn-c rvil rYgr/ vr JurrrcvIg vvrLr I d LUrrJLr uLLtuI ut usvvtup-

ment background-building owners essentially delegate
their role to another entity, but the goal o{ the design-
and-construction team and the owner's rep need to
remain the same: a successful project. The definition of
cr..o<< hnrnrarrar dotor;1.1 jpgg hOW the Situatign Will plaV

out for the architect. Good experiences typically result
when the owner's rep recognizes that the project should
be successful ror all parties invo'ved, and that {air deal-
ing and reasonable profits for designers and contractors
a'e benef'cial tor the
owner because the result
will be a better project.
These "good" owner's
rens nrn:cti'rclv Innk r1g1'"r" r'
for the owners best inter-
ests, bringing experience
and a helpful, fresh out-
l^^1, +^ ^.^;^^+- -^.J.rooK ro p'olecrs, ano are
not merely critics of efforts
by the design-and-con-
struction tea m.

Converselv. bad exoe---''.-'-''J,**-','l-
.i^^.^. -.^ -L-"-^+^-i-^-llsllLv> drg LlldldLLgl lzgu

by reps who define suc-

cess as oniy he and the
owner doing well. ln these
instances, the owner's rep
annrn:rhoc tho ^.^..oyyruoL,rs5 L rc yruuCSS

reactively, pointing out
problems after the fact
-^-.1 ^.^-+;^^ -^ ^-J..^-^-drro crealrrr9 an aoversar -
al relationship between
himself and the design-
and-construction teams.
In the worst cases, owner's

What's the hidden cost of owner's reos that create
adversarial relationships or disrupt client-desrgner
communications? On one of my firm's church proj-
ects, the owner's representative insisted on present-
ing our design concept to the client without us being
present. The senior pastor had visited another church
with a large skylit atrium and asked the rep if one
could be incorporated into our design. The rep said it
could and told us to modify the design-but refused
to let us offset the cost elsewhere in the project or
even propose doing so to the owner, saying that
"good design doesn't have to cost more." We did as

directed and as cost-effectively as possible, but we
still ended up with a design concept that was way
over budget. The owner's rep presented the new
design to the client (again without us present); the
owner blamed us for the cost overrun. As botn we
and the owner found, the price tag of a bad relation-
ship is rarely offset by savings in design services.

example, whether they are doing any estimating or
scheduling, or whether it is an individual practitioner or a

firm providing full-time oversight-and can range from '1

percent to 3 percent of the construction cost. Often, the
architect is not privy to the fee. Yet, the money paid is

less important than the way the owner's rep justifies his

cost or, if he is on the clients staff, how he iustifies his

position and salary.

Too many owner's reps validate their fees based on the
obvious, superficial results of reactive management.
They might suggest that they'll negotiate 20 percent out
of the design consultants' fees, or promise to squeeze
enough out of the contractor to reimburse their fee. The
hidden costs of reduced design services and short-
changed contractors may not be readily apparent to the
owner, but the price tag of an adversarial relationship is

rarely offset by any savings generated at the expense of
architects enninccrs .26j

contractors, as my firm's
experience on a church
project demonstrated (see

"Unholy Alliance," left).

The proactive owner's
reos helieve thaf as the
client's champion they can
better focus the design-
and-construction team on
owner goals, resulting in

higher-quality and more
cost-effective oroiects ln

such a case, we were
designing a large aquari-
um for which the client had

extravagant ideas and a

limited budget. They
wanted three major exhib-
it areas, which was finan-
cially out of the question.
The owner's rep convinced
the client that it was better
tn do furn ovrantinn:ls^LsPLrvrrol
^.,LiL:+ '-^'^ ad.Y lllUrL 5PdLg> lrl>Le(

The project was delivered
reps define success by how many dollars rney can get the
designers and contractors to contribute to the project
through payments for owner claims and reductlons in

desicrn fees and .onstruction costs.

Fees for ownert representatives, usually a lump-sum
payment, are as variable as their scopes of services-for

EE oa l?so'r 
-

on time and on budget, and won several design awards.
ldeally, the architects, engineers, and contractors on

a project should have some input into the services
required of an owner's representative-and even some
involvement in the selection of the consultant. But all
too often, the owner's representative is hired before the
rest of the team is put in place.

Defining the parameters and definition of a success-
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ful project early on is beneficial for all parties involved.
The concent o{ "nartnerincr" has become familiar to
everyone in the construction field, and in the case of a

project with an owner's rep, a partnering session can be

instrumental in clarifying the rep's responsibilities,
processes for communication, and limits of authority.

Clearly establishing criteria for project success for each

party helps avoid the "owner wins, designer and con-

tractors lose" scenario.

For example, we recently completed a

large municipal building that involved a

joint-venture architectural partner,
more than 20 consultants, a combined
design-builder and contractor that we

worked for, a developer, and a com-
plex, multiheaded tenant comprising
various city departments. The opportu-
nities for miscommunication were infi-
nite, so a partnering session was held early on to outline
the process for communicating. We endeo up creating a

project office directly adjacent to the site with room for
all team members.

Owner's reps should never be allowed to prevent or
short-circuit communication between the design-and-
construction team and the client. This haooens too

often, resulting in the designers and contractors back-

tracking and correcting the results of decisions the
owner abdicated to the rep. Instead, the owner's rep

should facilitate good communication and prioritize
decisions for the client.

ln the long run, owner's reps that act fairly and recognize

the value of the expert viewpoints held by architects,
engineers, and contractors can offer real benefits to the

owner that outweigh the temporary
payback of decisions that always favor
the owner. The reactive reo is inclined
to always take the owner's side, right
or wrong. Most project owners are

smart enough to see that long-term
value is what they need, not short-term
apparent gains. The best owner's reps

proactively look out for the owner's
best interests far beyond the design

and construction work on their latest project.

RNL Design principal Richard T. Anderson has man-
aged and directed many of his firm's design-build
and negotiated CM/GC projects, such as Colorado's
Ocean Journey Aquarium and the Wellington E.

Webb Municipal Office Building, both in Denver.
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on the boards

While it joins prestigious neighbors like the Dallas Museum of Art designed by Edward Larabee Barnes, Allied Works! pro-
posed renovation of the Booker T. Washington high school for the arts, and Renzo Piano's Nasher Sculpture Center
[December 2003, page 85], the new Dallas Center for the Performing Arts will no doubt raise the bar for the cityt arts dis-
trict when it opens in 2009. Designs for two of the center's five buildings have been released, with others to follow by early
2005. The Charles and Dee Wyly Theatea designed by the Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA), is an 1 1-story glass
curtain-wall struclure with offices, dressing rooms, rehearsal rooms. and public spaces above and below a second-floor per-
formance hall, which has a mechanized stage recon{iguration system. To the northwest, Foster and Partners's 2,200-seat
Margot and Bill Winspear Opera House-essentially a giant red-stained drum-is the focal point of the plaza at the heart
of the performing arts center. Both firms were chosen after a 2000 design competition. The master plan, a collaborative
effort by OMA and Foster and Partners, also includes a symphony hall, a second multiple-use performance hall, an outdoor
performance venue as well as the relocation and renovation of the existing Annette Strauss Artist Square. When complete,
the $275 million complex will also feature restaurants, caf6s, a bar, and bookstores. Katie Gerfen

At the corner of 42nd Street and Sixth Avenue, just down the street from his Cond6 Nast
Building at 4 Times Square that was much touted for its sustainable design attributes, Robert
Fox, formerly of Fox & Fowle, has designed another "green" tower to be complete by 2008.
This time, Fox applies his environmental agenda to a 2-million-square-foot, $1 billion tower for
codevelopers Bank of America and The Durst Organization, which also developed Cond6 Nast.

Fox and his new partner Richard Cook, formerly of New York City-based Richard Cook &
Associates, are, in fact, seeking the coveted LEED "platinum" rating, which according to the U.S.

Green Building Council, would make this the largest LEED-certified structure at any rating level.

The 54-story building has a traditional steel and concrete superstructure, but with a double
fagade of glass and aluminum curtain wall with an interstitial space that functions as a thermal
barrier. Other features include a cogeneration plant, a thermal storage system, an "anaerobic

digester" that converts food waste into electricity, a gray-water recapturing system, and individ-
ual climate controls for employees.

According to Cook, the crystalline tower was inspired by the Crystal Palace exhibition hall that
held the city's first worldb fair in 1853 at nearby Bryant Park. The buildingt form-tapering at

varied jagged angles as it ascends-was not conceived
for such nostalgic reasons, but rather for optimal wind
resistance. While all about verticality, at street level the
building has a distinct base with horizontal mullions
that create a pedestrian-friendly scale. Cook + Fox
have redesigned the adjacent Henry Miller Theater
(1918) as part of this complex. Bay Brown

f, oE I eoor fl



E DMJM DES|GT{ | NORTH AIR TERMINAL TRAFFIC CONTROL

TowER I crrclao "t--=r:::f

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has built hundreds of air-

poft towers since it took over air-traffic control on American soil just

before Wodd War ll. The feds have rarely treated these prominent

structures as architectural showplaces, although 50 of the towers

built between 1962 and 1970 were replicated from an l.M. Pei

design that became synonymous with the type. Perhaps spurred by

the creation of the Transporlation Security Administration following

September 11, 2001-which effectively took over aviation securi-

ty-or inspired by the "centennial of flight" marked late last year;

the FAA has decided to pay more attention to tower designs.

Two new projects by DMJM serve as exemplars. The first opened

last year in Dayton, Ohio, to commemorate the Kitty Hawk anniver-

sary; the second is a $12 million facility for the northern expansion

of Chicago's busy O'Hare International Airporl to open in mid-2006.

The latter-a stooped figure inspired by freeway light posts, says

lead designer Jos6 Palacios-is no exercise in whimsy: it is highly

efficient in its use of space, and it maximizes occupant visibility. The

bend in the unusual form occurs at the "junction floor," where con-

trollers' break rooms and restrooms are located, creating larger floor north-south section 

- 
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plates without much widening of the overall volume.

As with most such towers, the structure includes a concrete shaft

to damp wind loads and a steel-framed crown. A panelized ceram-

ic-metal composite clads the form, opening at glazed "zippers" that
admit daylight into both sides. At the top, the controller's cab is
wrapped in 1.5-inch-thick laminated low-iron glass, tilted 30

degrees to minimize reflection. An air curtain inside prevents con-

densation from forming on the interior surface; outside, a catwalk

allows for frequent cleaninq. C.C. Sullivan

1 cab
2 mechanical systems
3 access (computers/electronics)
4 junction (restrooms/break rooms)
5 circulation shaft
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Kmar, the Royal Dutch Military Police force, is responsi-

ble for security at the country's airports and in its har-

bors. The decision to build the unit's new 430,000-

square-foot headquarters at Schiphol, Amsterdam's

main international airport, was made prior to the
events of September 11,2001. lt was, of course, a pre-
scient strategy. Set to open in two years' time, the
design by Zvi Hecker, who has offices in the city as well

as in Berlin and Tel Aviv, calls for azigzag arrangement
of contiguous bar buildings that enclose large, clois-

tered yards. The low-rise structures-with concrete

bases, aluminum-and-glass-clad upper floors, and roofs

covered in recycled, crushed green glass-baffle noise

from both the airport and an adjacent highway while

providing a secure perimeter for the 1,500 people who
live, work, and train on the campus. A 20-foot-high dike
along the highway is an additional line of defense
against potential attacks on the dormitories and train-
ing facilities. A freestanding dining hall overlooking the
sporls fields anchors the inward-looking compound,
while variety in scale, form, and texture mitigates its
fortresslike quality. Abby Bussel
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It's no sec'et that the United States s rast losing ope.l aro agric;ltural lands to development and r-dusr.y. Ar. r-vesrigative
report on the mining industry and public lands produced by the Environmental Working Group, a watchdog organization in

Washington, D.C., includesthe following statement: "An estimated 216 million acres of federal land are open for mining under
theMlningLawof 1872,or aboutoneoutof everyll acresof landintheentireU,s." IntheEast,theMassachusettsAuouoon
Soc ety re'eased a 'epod lasr year calleo "Losing Grouno: At Wnat Cost?" The study c,aims that tre state lost 40 ac/es per

day to new development between 1985 and 1999. "Thirty-one acres of forest, seven acres of agricultural land, and two acres
of opea soace were developed each oay dr,r'rg the oeriod. Nearly n ne of eve.y 1O acres osr wert to res.dential develop-
ment, with 65 percent used for low-density, large-lot construction," reads the report.

Concerned citizens drstressed by the unmistakable roar of buildozers-and the ong-term consequences of unmeasured devel-
opment-are fighting back, including one strong-willed architect named Clark Stevens, a principal of Los Angeles-based RoTo

A'chitects, a fornding adv:sory-board "nerrber or Montana Audubon, aro tne rran berir-o tne New West Lano Corr^pany in
Bozeman, Montana, The mission of his unusual firm is to promote a new conseryation methodology "that uses p ace-appropriate
developmenttofunocritical conservat,onorrcnasesandrestorationproiectsro ntegraterl^ehumarandboogicar commlnities."
His pragmatic approach to conservation development suggests a paradigm shift in land use patterns: a wise compromise. 
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Reacting to pressures for oil and gas development, the client for Cottonwood Ranches-a 100-square-mile hold-
ing in the Green River Valley near Jackson, Wyoming-sought to establish the value of his surface rights in order
to protect them from devaluation by random exploration and extraction by the holder of the mineral rights. The
solution "repopulates" original homestead sites (indicated in outlined areas) with restored and new dwellings.
The plan also identifies possible drilling sites that minimize aesthetic and ecological impact.

Clark Stevens is intent on changing the world, one brg swath
of it at a time. An architect and planner, he3 president of New
West Land Company (NWLQ, a Livingston, Montana-based
outgrowth o{ his work as principal of RoTo Architects, Los
Angeles. His innovative practice envisages new forms of land
use and <rwnershp for landscapes and habitations of places as

large as 100 square miles, mainly in the western United States.
Describing hr's work as "conservation development" and
"stewardship consulting," Steyens is pioneenng an approach
that combrnes real estate specu/atfon with ecological and cul-

tural presewation of the land, whether rural, agricultural, or
natural. And while most of his prol'ects haveyet to be realized,
he has crafted a novel approach that earns plaudits from var-

ious carnps, including developers, ranchers, Native
Americans, and enviro nmenta,ists.

How did you get started in this unusual work?
It's an outgrowth of our work with Native American commu-
nities. In 2000, I founded this second firm specifically to
address the growth of rural places and the fragmentation of
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At working sessions, the architect and client pore over 16-foot-long drawings of the 25-mile-long Cottonwood
Ranch property. The "viewshed" analysis (above) helps determine suitable locations for buildings and oil exploration
that preserve scenic views. Architectural elements comprise a dense headquarters combining hospitality, residen-
tial, and ranch-operations buildings (below right) and new and existing structures for settlement camps (below left).

habitats and communities that results. Initially, I imagined

that the company would be about how not to build, but l've

had to move up the land-use decision-making chain and use

development to finance traditional conservation purchases

and to reintegrate humans with the land. Just becoming a

NrvrBy preservationist might have been easier on the ego, but
it wouldn't stem the tide of loss in habitat and human spirit.

Our mission is to design strategies that prevent the degra-
dation and oromote the enhancement of storied land.

What do you mean by "storied land"?
Land that's ecologically and culturally significant to the com-

munities of humans, animals, and plants that it sustains. That

sustenance is spiritual as well as physical and economic. In

places like the greater Yellowstone ecosystem of Montana

and Wyoming, an indigenous understanding of place still

exists-not in the blood or racial sense of indigenous, but

rather in the sense of engagement and intimacy with place.

Why did you structure this as a separate company?
It had to be a for-profit, independent practice and research

lE or lrss,r il

arm, because our architectural portfolio was only marginally

suited to convincing a rancher that we had something to
offer. Often our client wants to do something that hasn't been

done before, so it can't be about, "How many urban-springs

restorations have you done?" lt's kind of a build-it-and-they-
will-come thing. And there is a very significant market for this.

What's your practice model?
It's basically a fee-for-services approach, and there! a

process template with markers along the way. While the
purely utilitarian model of evaluating land-use choices is lim-

ited and inappropriate. our approach seeks returns that are

financially competitive with status quo development, to

attract the average rural developer or landowner. The

process is initiated by a guardian morality, but it's guided to
completion by a commercial ethic.

ln Systems of Survival, Jane Jacobs points out the dan-

gers of this combination-the "monstrous hybrids" that can

result-and that's one reason I haven't taken an equity posi-

tion in a project. Once your fee depends entirely on a sPec-

ulative venture with a long lead time, there's a temptation to
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CONSULTING FOR RURAL
CO N SE RVATIO N-AN D GROWTH

lnspired by the area's rugged beauty-and later; per-

haps, by the 1992 movie A River Runs Through lt-the
recreational land boom that began around Jackson,
Wyoming, in the early 1980s has blossomed into a spec-
ulative real estate frenzy that persists today. Coupled
with new pressures from agricultural and mining inter-
ests, the wide-scale sprawl of resorts and gated commu-
nities has encroached severely on the very natural attrac-
tions that spurred interest in Montana and Wyoming in

the first place, prompting a national debate.

One side-effect of the Big Sky boom has been the birth
of a novel approach to economic arowth and land-use

planning that focuses on environmental and conservation
protections. To serve such emerging niches, an entirely
new consultant class has materialized as well, and many

architects and developers find themselves in alliance (and

sometimes sharing fees) with a host of experts, including:

E Conservation developers. These self-described

entrepreneurs include nationally regarded New

Urbanists and local firms alike. Their opportunities are

large in scale and long in timeframe: up to five years,

versus the customary (and financing-friendly) one-to-
tvvo-year development windows.
a land-use scientists. Working in arcane fields that
mix science and conservation, these consultants bring

knowledge of the living earth to project plans. Key

specialties include fluvial hydrology, resource ecolo-

gy, and range biology, as well as wetlands restoration,

as with Bozeman, Montana's Cindy Hoschouer.

o Sustainable real estate brokers. Dedicated to
promoting (and earning commissions on) low-envi-

ronmental-impact communities, these dealma<ers

sour the demand side of the economic equation.
Many of them, such as Helena, Montana-based
American Conservation Real Estate, work with land

trusts and conservation easements, tax incentives

introduced in the 1970s.

u Rural market researcherc. With longer timelines,

broader horizons, and less-studied variables, conser-

vation development calls for an unusual type of mar-

ket research. Pario Research of Cardiff, California, for
example, is known for this kind of analytical work.

Not surprisingly, specialized legal advice is also a crucial

part of this growing building segment. With ever-changing

environmental regulations and a complex history of land

ownership starting with the 1862 Homestead Aa-and,
later, Theodore Roosevelt's separation of surface develop-
ment rights from subsurface mineral rights-the Western

states present a dense web of laws enlacing both environ-

mental and real estate activities. C.C. Sullivan

make it happen whether or not it passes Aldo Leopold's lit-
mus test for conservation. But I might speculate with capital
as well as with ideas in the future.

How did Leopold describe conservation?
I use one of his many definitions: "When land does well for
its owner, and the owner does well by his land; when both
end up better by reason of their partnership, we have con-
servation. When one or the other grows poorer, we do not."
To my mind, that suggests that the land-and its owner-
must be left in a better condition than you found them.

Can you give an example of how this works in practice?
One of the characteristics of conservation development that
distinguishes it from its conventional counterpart is that you

do your "landscaping" first. In a recreational landscape,

beauty is everything. Having more willows painting the
meandering 10-mile view of your creek bottoms equals

Clark Stevens hopes that high-density and communal liv-
ing concepts developed for the ranch proiects will help
alleviate sprawl on ecologically fragile land. The profiles
of berm dwellings within a wetlands and grassland pre'
serve, for example, echo its topography (top).

greater value for the people who are buying the right to see

and enjoy them.
The first stage of Cottonwood Ranches in Daniel,

Wyoming [pages 36-38], for instance, has nothing to do with

construction. lt's two years of stabilizing the ranch operation

by transforming from the romantic but financially unsustain-

able cow-calf approach to a yearling operation, which

requires less winter feeding, therefore less hay-and there-

fore less irrigation. This allows more in-stream flows, making

the streams more drought tolerant and, along with the less-

grazed banks, lowering water temperatures, decreasing sedi-

mentation, and increasing scour of the spawning beds. This

provides food and building material for the beavers that coe-

volved with cutthroat trout by creating deep, shaded pools

that are ice-proof. All of this nurtures valuable trout breeding
along with upland bird and ungulate game species hidden by

the color-changing riparian willow and upland sage complex.

Still, the term "conservation development" sounds like an

oxymoron. lt's a tough notion to swallow; any time develop-

- 
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In addition to its large-scale projects through New West Land Company, sister company RoTo Architects serves
as community liaison and architectural consultant to several wetlands-restoration projects, including Sacred
Springs in Los Angeles. Next to the Kuruvungva spring, as it is called. an existing classroom building is adapted
to include offices, a cultural center, and a museum.

ment is proposed for agricultural or natural land, there are

objections. But growth dynamics and real estate pressures

can be tracked. And by doing research, learning the inten-
tions of local infrastructure planners, and studying estate
planning by large landowners, we can certainly predict what
land is likely to be developed and over what time frame.
And once you imagine the inevitable results-and describe
them to the community-then development that funds cul-
tural and ecological preservation stafts to make sense.

But it's not enough to say, "Here's what the zoning
allows, and here! our nifty plan with more open space."
That's a common subterfuge that doesn't wash on closer
inspection. All the land we've worked on has been threat-
ened by immediate legal fragmentation and sale if we
couldn't find an economically viable alternative, generally
because the owners couldn't afford to maintain it as ooen
space, due to death, illness, or forced buy-out of a partner
that required others to raise cash.

In the 1980s, Lane Coulston showed me that "conserva-

tion real estate" didn't have to be an oxymoron. His com-
pany, American Conservation Real Estate, was the first to
creatively unbundle the collection of rights that come with
deeded sales, so that agricultural ownership and land-man-
agement practices could remain intact even as newcomers
built second homes and bought access rights to more land
than they could hope to understand in their lifetimes.

Do you join forces with environmental groups?
l'm currently collaborating with nonprofit conservationists, but
in general they're not dealing effectively with habitat connec-
tivity or the long-term sustainability of rural economies.

although most acknowledge that the two are inextricably
linked. Recent attempts by well-known organizations to use

t[ ua lEuu,r r

development as a tool for conservation were met with largely

undeserved negative coverage in the press. But they're begin-
ning to learn that by ignoring rural economies when making
purchases intended to preserve diversity, they're creating what
The Nature Conservancy has called "islands of extinction": You

buy a critical habitat patch only to see status-quo rural land-use

practices devour its connectivity and compromise its resiliency.

The nonprofit! role could be to set up the relationships
with the landowners, design the 3-D criteria and "perform-
ance specs," set a development timetable, and solicit propos-
als from qualified development teams. In addition to obtain-
ing open-space preservation and restoration as a cost of the
development, the nonprofit could build in an appropriate pre-
development fee in the pro forma to offset their time and risk.

And what about competitors? Do you have any enemies?
Our enemies remain the marketers and developers who have

the audacity to name their developments after places or cul-
tures they've recently obliterated, such as Broken Arrow
Ranch, Bella Vista, and Pleasant Valley Farms. The next wave
of this ilk are those who greenwash the same old product
and adopt the moniker "conservation development" for its
public-relations value. Dishonest appropriation of the term
will jade public agencies and buyers.

Another big challenge is that, if you use development as

an instrument of conservation, first of all somebody's got to
request your involvement, and then investment capital has to
be brought in. And you have to be in early-you're working
on a five-year business plan, not a one-to-two-year plan.

What are you working on now?
Corner Table fpages 42-43], in Billings, Montana, is most
promising: 200 acres of development of an integrated and
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diverse human/natural habitat funds the purchase of over

2,000 acres; the idea is to create a distinct, beautiful

urban-growth boundary In the form of an arcing, cotton-
wood-lined railroad grade and trestle. The work will pre-

vent the development of 6,000 acres of agricultural and

natural land-that's more than 8,000 acres preserved and

enhanced in what would otherwise be an inevitable sprawl

region. Another example is Cottonwood Ranches, where

my client is shifting from traditional cattle grazing to niche

agriculture supported by recreational uses and owner-

ships. The plan integrates working ranch families with con-

centrations of mixed-scale dwellings and hospitality func-

tions, such as shared guest quarters and a collective din-

ing table, as at traditional camps.

lf one could sustain only a few ranches as large as

Cottonwood, at 100 square miles, the impact on the land-

scape could be enormous. So many ranch developments

are basically golf-course communities where the links have

been replaced by trout streams, and pretend cowboys

operate the hooved fairway-groomers.

ls NWLC the only firm doing this kind of work?
At least one large planning and landscape-architecture firm is

considering entering the market, and our work has influenced

such reglonal practitioners as Erik Nelson of ThinkTank

Design in Bozeman, Montana. And I think that Jackson

Meadow, in Marine on St. Croix, Minnesota, is a great site

plan and a nice attempt at codifying a vernacular without get-

ting an inauthentic outcome. And the Bauhaus of riparian

restoration was the Ruby River Project at Snowcrest Ranch in

Madison County, Montana, in the late 1980s.

Who are your clients?
They all share an interest in the ecological and social health

of the land they steward, as well as a deep dissatisfaction with

monocultures of any kind----ecological, agricultural, social, or

of thought. All have been natural teachers and eager learn-

ers. And all of them have a deep respect for private choice on

private land, tempered by a healthy disdain for those who
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The site plan for Sacred Springs features an enlarged pond, indigenous plantings, and "a walking journey across

this storied landscape," says architect Clark Stevens, to be used by native Gabrieleno and Tongva people for cer'

emonial and educational purposes. The artesian spring flows at 22 gallons per minute near the intersection of

Santa Monica Boulevard and lnterstate 405.

ignore their public-serving responsi-

bilities to that land or community.
l-l more information at
I m.architecturemag.com
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Existing parcelization and subdivisions

Probable sprawl scenario
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For a 4-square-mile site at the tablelands west of Billings, Montana, the architect partnered with the landown-
er to form Corner Table and proposed clustered horse properties that are maintained in common ownership.
An existing elevated railroad track divides the property's public open space and preserve lands from a pro-
posed high-density, mixed-use community. Three studies (opposite, top to bottom) compare the existing sub-
division map, a probable sprawl scenario, and the conservation-development proposal. Elaborated upon with
other studies and maps (above), the Corner Table project will eventually protect some 8,000 acres by profitably
and sustainably developing only 300.

Cottonwood Ranches, Daniel, Wyoming
project type: ranch-management plan including strategic conservation development on working cattle ranch with conference

and "camp" hospitality facilities and residential development at restored homestead sites client: Botur Enterprise architect

and planner: New West Land Company, Livingston, Montana. and Topanga, California-Clark Stevens (president) consultants:

RoTo Architects, Los Angeles-Devin McConkey, John Osborne (architecture and planning); Earth Systems-Scott Gillilan,

Martha Kaufmann (hydrology); EOA Landmark Communities-Brett Malky (market research and pro forma) area: 100 square

miles (1 2,000 acres deeded)

Sacred Springs, Los Angeles, California
project type: relocation and adaptive reuse of 1970s-era temporary classroom facility as a cultural center and classroom, with

restoration of spring and spring pool as teaching landscape and for on-site water reclamation and irrigation client: University

High School, Los Angeles-Elois McGhee, principal; Sacred Springs Task Force architect and conservation planner: RoTo

Architects, Los Angeles-Michael Rotondi, Clark Stevens (principals); Bo Sundius, Javier Del Risco, Rodrigo Carazo, Jack

Nyman (project team) hydrology consultant: Tetratech area: 1 acre

Corner Table, Billings, Montana
project type: strategic conservation development for new mixed-use community client: Larry and Ankie McEvoy architect and

planner: New West Land Company, Livingston, Montana, and Topanga, California-Clark Stevens (president) consultants:

RoTo Architects, Los Angeles-John Osborne, Marianna Athanadiasou, Fabian Villamichel (architecture and planning);

American Conservation Real Estate (real estate consulting and marketing); EO,A Landmark Communities (market research and

pro forma) development area: 200 acres wetlands/agricultural restoration area: 1 ,980 acres protected area: 10,000 acres
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When you close an office building window in Germany (yes,

they are, by law, operable), it tends to make the same satisfy-
ing, muffled "thunk" you hear when you close the door of
one of that country! more expensive automobiles. This is the
result not just of some innate national sensibility, but it is also

due to rigid building practices and environmental laws that
make it very costly to construct a building here, while guar-
anteeing a high quality of construction, com{ort, and care for
occupants. lt means that you will not see many thin-skinned,
sculpturally expressive buildings in Germany. What you get is

good design by engineering. This is certainly the case with
the new Trumpf Customer and Administration Building out-
side Stuttgart, designed by Barkow Leibinger Architects.

Trumpf is a leading global manufacturer of laser-guided pre-

cision cutting machines. lts new building is located near {acili-

ties for Mercedes-Benz, Porsche, and Bosch auto parts, which
means it is close to many of its customers, but that proximity
also presents a problem. "l set out to build a first-class compa-
ny; for that you need first-class talent, and that is difficult with
those companies around," explains Trump{ chairman Berthold
Leibinger, adding that, "One of the top
things that attracts good people is a

good working environment, and we

have found that also makes people
work better." To create such a good
workplace, the chairman turned once
again to his daughter, Regine Leibinger;

and her American-born husband and

partne4 Frank Barkow, who had previ-

ously designed several factory build-

ings for Trumpf in Stuttgart, as well as

one in Connecticut.

DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR

The new office building's main innova-

tion is to divide its 100,000 square feet
of office space into split-level trays con-

nected by open stairways. "l believe

that personal contact is indispensable,

and the elevator is one of the worst bar-

riers for that kind of communication,"
Leibinger says. Thus, the work areas are

all distincl, but open. Managers do not

A double faEade tabove) combines
emergency egress with a passive cli-
mate control system of louvers and
vents. Precast concrete panels cover
the base and side walls (facing page).

concrete tray above the free-form ground floor, making the
bulk of the building visible from the highway, in contrast to the
other low-lying factory and office buildings that populate the
Trumpf complex, which are out of sight. The clear-glass-clad

edifice hovers like a billboard above a reception and display
area, meeting rooms, and a small auditorium.

The site created several challenges for the architects.
They had to isolate the building's users from highway noise
while allowing for natural ventilation and those operable win-
dows. Barkow Leibinger solved the problem by developing
a double fagade designed to achieve either a greenhouse or
chimney effect, depending on the season. The single-glazed
outer envelope, framed in lacquered steel, serves as the pri-
mary climate and sound shield. This skin has operable alu-
minum louvers at its base and vents at its top. In the summer,
these apertures are open, allowing hot air to escape through
the faEade-the chimney effect. With the vents and louvers
closed, a greenhouse effect is created, the inner fagade-a
double-glazed layer set in a black anodized-aluminum frame
with operable windows-being warmer than the outer enve-

lope. The space between the two
skins not only forms a thermal and
acoustic barrier, but it is also occupi-
able, serving as an emergency egress
route. Elsewhere in the building, pas-

sive cooling with radiant cooling
decks and recirculated warm air also
help to reduce energy needs.

A STRUCTURAL AESTHETIC
In plan, Barkow Leibinger arranged
the lobby into Aaltoesque hexagonal
"crystals"-angled, concrete forms
that define functional precincts. The
architects chose the hexagons "to try
both with the shapes and with their
organization, to make sense out of the
adjacent 1970s-era polygonal struc-
tures in which most of the other
offices are located," as Barkow

explains. Stainless-steel rain gutters
and ornamental interior walls fabricat-
ed with the company's machinery give

sit in visually isolated private offices, but rather in glass enclo-

sures that permit privacy while allowing visibility. The stairs

between levels serve as places for planned gatherings and

chance encounters, while helping to naturally ventilate the
building by means of electronically controlled warm-air vents in
the ceilings. Because of the slight level changes, employees do
not feel as if they are going to another floor when they walk
across the angled stairs, but they do feel as if they are part of a

particular programmatic territory.

In addition to interior workspace functions, Leibinger need-

ed a building that would advertise his company. The Customer

and Administration Building sits next to the country's famed

autobahn and is meant to act as a first introduction to the
company for potential customers. The office floors float on a

tE onIEEm 
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a direct demonstration of what Trumof does.

The Trumpf engineering ethic also becomes a visible sys-

tem that lends scale and identity to the building. Barkow and
Leibinger work within the twin traditions of a bare-bones,

structurally expressive factory architecture and an aesthetic
that pays homage to the machines these simple structures
house through minimal, sculptural means.

"ln everything we have done for Trumpf," Barkow says,

"we have tried to integrate the architecture and the machines.

We see each piece of the building as a prototype through

which we try out new construction techniques and materials."

In this case, the architect hopes the offset work areas and the
innovative fagades will open new possibilities for highway-

adjacent suburban office buildings everywhere. n
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1 customer and administration building

2 laser machine tool factory

3 technical systems buildinE

4 production facilities

s offices

6 entrance

7 reception desk

I lobby

I exhibition space

1O conference room

first-floor plan 
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11 employee break room

12 auditorium

13 storage

14 control booth
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The architects offset two linear office wings in both plan and section, creating a split-level system of connections
between floors. This vertical circulation becomes part of the open-plan workplace. The ramplike staircases have
oak treads and handrails of folded stainless-steel plates with integral downlights.

,2

'l conference room

2 kitchen

3 lightwell/exhaust chimney

4 restroom

5 smoking lounge

6 lobby

southwest-northeast section 

- 
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Trumpf Customer and Administration Building, Ditzingen-Stuttgart, Germany
client: Trumpf architect: Barkow Leibinger, Berlin-Frank Barkow, Regine Leibinger (partners); Josephine vor Hasselbacl^ (pro,ect

design architect); Martina Bauer (project construction architect); Larissa Bohler, Gian-Marco Jenatsch, Christina Moller, Jason Sandy,

Jakob Schemel (project team) engineers: Conzett, Bronzini, Gartmann, Boll & Partner (structural); Henne & Walter, Horstmann +
R''^^' P'il-'lo + P:dn^' (M/E/P) consultants: Transsolar (energy); R + R Fuchs (iaqade); Ultron (office systems); Vitra (office systems)

lighting designer: Studio Dinnebier construction manager: Gassmann + Grossmann area: 100,000 square feet cost: $22.5 million

Photographs by Margherita Spiluttini and David Franck

concrete: Keller Bau curtain wall: G + H, Trumpf anodized aluminum interior faEade: G + H built-up roofing: Schwab glass:
Interpane metal and fire doors: Riexinger wood doors: Schorghuber locksets and hinges: Glutz cabinet hardware: Schroter
ceiling system: Metawell, Lindnel G + H wood panels: Decoustics steel panels: Wilhelmi demountable partitions: lntec, MJder
cabinetry and custom woodwork: Schrotet Stierle paints and stains: Brillux, Caparol flooring: Parkett, Wood Paver, Frank +
Lindner carpet: Armstrong DLW felt surfacing: Wilhelmi laser-cut stainless-steel tubes: Trumpf furnishings: Vitra, Cassina,
Comforto interior ambient lighting: Selux downlights: Spectral, Zumtobel task lighting: Tobias Grau exterior lighting: Studio
Dinnebier elevators: Thyssen plumbing fixtures: Dornbracht, Hansa rr 0E I aoor tl
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ir od a oozen years ago with the Olympic Games, the city has

remade a stretch of dilapidated industrial waterfront through

an rnternationa event. The forum-a UNESCo-sanctioned pro-

gram of conferences, exhibitions, performances, and other

l -' :';$s,,Y;

t.fi

ae@Bo0oob0e coBg

. at the heart of the 2004

Universal Forum of Cultures is a renovated and enlarged waste-

treatment plant that will recycle up to two-th rds of Barce ona's

sewage when the facility becomes ful y operat onal in 2006. As
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i,\..r,r:s on issL,es ol slstainabi ty, Civers ty, ano []eace openeC
f,,/ay 9 ard rLlrs throtch Sccielroer 26. And, yes, tbe ner,v

n.rvc-l of the city is a cesspoo .

The old tre.rtrncnt plant-now covereC by the forum
c;rza-bas the c,aoactty to rccyc e Jp to Tt.5 rn on clb c
.ee: ot',"./aste Der-day, alc t a so has a \i,ar: fc,r ta r""ater
ir:rce. Tau at Street, r,",here an eco ogica y sels tive ne,u,"r tTarn

rlcposits many of the forurn's estimated 5 mi ion visitors.
They will stroll through the open-air spa<.e beneath the

lorl'.r-r's r--a r 
"i 
cr-lre, lerzol & lc l,4elror'5 1p-r,,a1s61, lr 3't

!l e-sliaped brrld rc, a.d.ici-oss a l.uoe piaza tlrai a so sne

ters part of tlre subterTancalr p ant. Sornc 1,200 co unrns

suppoft the f agstone pa'.,eTs O; tbis new pub ic. space. it rs

too big a salr.rar.c il: conten I rr' 1 ,r le. aa r,. * : o.a -trba l

1r:rlt ng c'itcr.:, !Ut tae p:rzar s, oT Co!rse, fttcre tr-tan i
seems, and t'rai is r,thy ts s't-.ej s ze car be r--ogardec as al

mctaphor for tfrc boldness of rr,,ir;rt's come to be known as

tfre "Barcelona Model": rercrper.rtion of a run down arca



Sitting on a rise near architect Beth Gali's artificial
Park, Foreign Office Architect's public space with

beachfront area and concrete-block breakwater tabove) is Auditorium
twa cutdoor performance areas and seating fsr 12,000 tbelow).

through the pragmatic use of architectural and cultural

resources (see "The Barcelona Model," page 21).

TFiIS YEAR'S MODEL
Once again, Barcelonans have managed to reinvent their
city. The forum, which is sited where Diagonal Boulevard

meets the sea, is only the latest effort in a long history of
large-scale reinvention and expansion: First came

L' Eixample-a massive network of regular blocks with cham-

fered corners (for fluid traffic flow) planned by lldefons Cerdd

in 1859 that extended the city limits and aimed to increase

access to light and air for working-class citizens. The world's

fairs of 1888 and 1929 further enhanced the cityscape. The

1992 Olympics, which remade a stretch of decrepit industri-

al waterfront, came next. This latest initiative-largely fund-
ed by the private sector along with investments from the
government and the European Union-was planned in 1996

by Mayor Pasqual Maragall, coordinated by his successor,
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Adjacent t# **li's !:*achfrcnt is the 1X 3,00S-squar*-{out ci}iar so!lectcr
T+rres ar:d Jesei Antoilio fol*rtinez Lape*a. Facing s*,rth ai a 35-degre*
S€nerfti* 1 .3 meg*.*v*tt *f p*wsr.

iah*v* a**i [:etr*rvJ des!gned i:y Hli*r
angie, its 3,700 photave:ltaic r*lis e*n

Joan Clos, and realized by Jos6 Antonio Acebillo Marin,
Barcelona's chief architect.

Along with the vibrant blue volume by Herzog & de
Meuron, the venues that will become a permanent paft oi
the city when the forum ends include a sober convention hall

by Josep Lluis Mateo that can hold up to 15,000 people; an

exhibition and shopping area surrounding a new marina; a

public swimming area by Beth Gali, with an island of big,
brutally poetic concrete blocks that doubles as a breakwater

and a spot for sunbathers; and a waterfront park, a subtle

space traced by Foreign Office Architects onto a buttress of
the sewage plant-its half-moon-shaped pavers cover paths
and tiers, looking like an eco-Flintstones landscape.

BUNLMIfS6 PLACES

But the heart of the forum occupies only about 125 of the
530 acres that have been recuperated by the city along the
water's edge. Other new facilities in the area include office
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buildings, hotels, a geriatric hospital, a bland shopping mall,

residential towers, and a splendid and imaginative public

park designed by the late Enric Miralles, who also played a

role in the conception of the forum before he died in 2000.

Within the main precinct of the forum, Herzog & de

Meuron! big blue triangle was chosen in one of the 26 design

competitions held for the forum venues in 2000. lts shape

defined by the intersection of Cerda's grid and Diagonal

Boulevard, the building is nearly an equilateral triangle (actu-

ally 600 feet by 6'1 6 feet by 580 feet), which emerges, ascend-

ing over a slope, in the mode of Stanley Kubrick's 2001: A

Space Odyssey. lts bumpy concrete exterior-finished in a

striking, Yves Klein blue-is interrupted by sparkling stretches

of water pouring down from a rooftop pond, which provides

passive cooling for the building in the summer.

The building s dense materiality, innovative form, and rebel-

lious spirit give way to the 25-acre forum plaza, which covers

the sewage-treatment plant. The plaza's stairways and viewing

.:'
I
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platforms werL. conceived by Elias Torres and Jose Antonio
Marlinez Lape-a, \/ho are a so the authors of :, huge ce'go ar

covered ir 3,700 photovolt:ric cei s that eans o.tt to t!-re sea
atop massive scu pturai concrete co umns. Tlt s nronument io
so aT co lection provides energy for forum site,s and venues.

Several teams have designed the various structures around
the marina. Ernst Ferre and Mamen Domingo are responsib e
for both the graceful bridge that flies over rhr-- ,r;rr na and tne
three-story bu lCing that hosts the harbor nn.rstcT's off ce. Near

-.:,1 --*j -' ''' 4-- (

the northeasterr encl of tl-e io , r,r s:a: i.t i,:..-
HcrreTos har\,€t af tc osec , - i : :r .r, i -. i._--

bonate panc s .lrc des q'-e,-, ,,r ,..r,.r aa.< .. ', : ,- :' .l

arv;ns aroLtnc it, a r oir,vh c't ltar,(,. t' a ar'r-i_l a;11.,,, i i : .rLrt

rnistic route tbrough this rev t.riizc,cl porlion oi r: e r ,y

Andr6s Fernandez Rubio is an editor with the 5panish
newspaper El Pais and a contributor to the German maq.
azine Bauwelt.
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1 forum building

e hotel

s biodiversity pavilion

4 mixed-use tower

s housing

s parking

7 convention center

I water purification Plant
s esplanade and photovoltaic plant

10 zoo and aquarium

11 waterfront park

tz bathing area

13 university campus

14 recreational harbor
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The r*aster plan {or the Universal Forum of Cultures occupies a revitalized site at the end of Diagonal Boulevard.
When the forum ends, its 25-acre plaza at the heart of the project will be used for large-scale, open-air ev€nts:
other venues will also be aCapted for new uses, weaving them into the city's new fabric,
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Like many first-time visitors to Richard

Meier's Getty Center in Los Angeles,

Jeff Zaring was literally "slackjaw-

stunned by how cool it was, and how

impossible it must have been to
design" the gleaming, 'l '10-acre cam-

pus, set on a hill in the Santa Monica

Mountains overlooking Los Angeles

and the Pacific Ocean.

But while most go to the Getty to
gaze at the Goyas and to take in the

seemingly continent-wide panoramic

views, Zaring went with a somewhat

more warlike objective. After cribbing

"an architectural detail, a set of curves,

or a skylight," the 4O-year-old hoped to

inject a little Meier into his own unique

renderings. There, those exquisite fea-

tures would be unceremoniously blasted

with rocket launchers, battered by plas-

ma guns, and splattered with bouncing,

bloodv chunks of human flesh.

Computerized chunks, though.
Zaring, you see, is a map-and-level

builder. Map-and-level building is the

art by which computer gamers create

their own customized, 3-D architectur-

al spaces-called maps, or levels-{or
use inside first-person shooter(FPS) PC

games. An FPS is played as though

looking through the eyes of the game

character one controls, with weapon at

the ready near the bottom of the

screen. ln the dominant "deathmatch"

style of play, characters chase each

other, attempting to score points by

killing their opponents. Once slain,

they then "respawn," or are reborn, to
kill or be killed again. With games like

id Software! Auake lll A,rena (O3A)-
perhaps the most widely and diversely

mapped game-a player's oPPonents

can be the computerized bots, or

avatars, supplied and controlled by the

game ltself, or actual humans, residing

anywhere in the world, playing through

the Internet.

To accommodate all of this carnage,

map-and-level builders, or mappers,

use free software applications called

level editors, downloaded from the
Internet-GtkRadiant, by id Software, is

the most popular one for Ouake. They

then design and build, from scratch, all

of the structures in and around which

gameplay takes place. Through the
Web, they may borrow decorative ele-

ments-for example, surface tex-

tures-from makers within the mapping

world. When done, they then post their
works on mapping community forums

and websites, or on their personal sites,

for users to freely take, try out, critique,

or play as they see fit. (A site called

..::LvL, found at www,planet

quake.com/lvl, is the definitive archive

site for O3A maps, hosting more than

1,700 different, fully downloadable
maps by some 880 creators.) "Gaming

is a very popular cultural activity, it is

peer-reviewed, and it is big business,"

says Edward J. Keller, an assistant pro-

fessor at Columbia University's school

of architecture and developer o{ a

video game called Ornament.
"Architects very infrequently can

expect the kind of 'user' engagement

that a level designer gets."

GOTHIC FORTRESSES

AND SPACE DERRICKS

The results o{ level building can be

almost unlimited in variety and original-

ity. Mappers from across the globe-
the United States, the United Kingdom,

Germany, ltaly, the Netherlands,

Denmark, South Africa, and else-

where-bearing noms like Geit, Bal,

pjw, and Unitool (Zaring's moniker)-

5E on I erir* FdFFs



fashion Gothic fortresses, floating,
interplanetary derricks, metallic stadi-
ums, or sandstone temples.

Many mappers have replicated, or
are directly influenced by, real-world
architecture. QkennyQ! Chartres
(below, right) reproduces the famed
French sanctuary, while 187-J4CK4lls
Fallingwater mimics Frank Lloyd
Wright's masterwork. The Getty Center
"looks like a Quake 3 map," says

Zaring, with its "giant, oversized archi-
tecture, really big scale, and all these
wide open spaces"; qualities. not by
accident, Zaring's own maps (Peccary

of Destiny, The Abandoned Crate-
page 61) also possess. Some, like
Zaring, also admit to having briefly fan-
cied careers in the profession as youth.

French mapper Nicolas "Nunuk"
Bouvier-whose idiosyncratic, often
confounding maps (Platypus, Flying
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Plutontans, K/eskonian Hights) led one
fan to call him the "Frank O. Gehry of
the Quake world"-is the son of
retired Eiffage Construction executive
Richard Bouvier. Eiffage built both the
recently completed Millau Viaduct in

southern France, the world's tallest
bridge, and the Eiffel Tower. (lndeed,

the mapper grew up with pieces of the
famed ironwork lying around the
house. brought home by dad during

the landmark's numerous restorations.)
For this reason, perhaps, while in awe
of his peers, Bouvier cites not other
mappers but Santiago Calatrava as the
builder to beat. "That guy is doing
amazing work, imagining skeletal
forms with bones that he's, like, throw-
ing into the air. These are forms that I

would like to do in a map."
But despite this awareness of and

fascination with the built environment,

aai€: j.:i : i:a::



the majority of mappers' levels belong

to, perhaps, no known school. Theirs is

an architecture of the mind, and of fan-

tasy; it! akin to both narVe and vision-

ary art in some ways, but, in fact, is a

digital folk architecture-perhaps the

world's first.

Even those maps which emulate the

visual conventions of, say, medieval,

Egyptian, or Meso-American forms typ-

ically twist those shapes to fit the

objectives and rules of FPS-style, run-

and-hunt gameplay. No Catalan cathe-

dral ever had a floor plan like Spanish

maoper Antonio "Auhsan" Jaume's

OverWhelming Hostilrty, whose ingen-

ious, all-enveloping coils, jumps, and

drops have made it one of the most fre-

quently downloaded maps ever. This is

because, even with one gamer's terse

summation of Q3A as "football with

shotguns," there is no real-life counter-

part to the essential run-kill-reincarnate

stratagem of the FPS deathmatch. The

map's is an architecture delineated by

the space-time of game violence.
"Ouake is a shooter game," Bouvier

explains. "So it means that the archi-

tecture is going to be useful in order to
shoot." In O3A, as in most death-

match-style games, the objective is

"encouraging confrontations and keep-

ing players moving," says Zaring. "You

wanna move them, but, hopefully, you

wanna move them toward each other."

The design of the map plays the deci-

sive role in this outcome. lronically,

then, though played with futuristic ray

guns on multigigahertz desktop com-

puters and across high-speed net-

works, the map and level's true

antecedents may be the sightlines o{

the Roman coliseum, and the weave of

the Minotaurian labyrinth.
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F*SfVl ATARI TO QUAKE
The specific role of architecture in

computer and video games, in like
manner, goes back to now-distant
beginnings. In the earliest games,
architecture-for example, a castle's

creepily depicted subterranean vaults
in the text-based Dungeon & Dragons,
or the standard suburban home in the
first graphic computer game, the
1980s-era black-and-white Mystery
House-provided easily comprehend-
ed visual metaphors, useful for both
contextualizing different kinds of
action and creating certain expecta-
tions regarding these actions.
Subsequently, architecture provided
scale: A crude cluster of buildings, off
on a horizon one never reached, insin-
uated, to early arcade and Atari 2600
driving gamers, how vast the land-
scaPe they raced on was.

Later on, 2-D side-scrol/ers, like the
martial arts Street Fighter, set conflict
against a background of slowly moving
warehouses or temples. In the so-called
"god game," Sim City, skyscrapers
bloomed or faded, according to metro
government ability or ineptitude.

But it was the cunningly rendered
"2-1 /2-D" worlds of the Mesquite,
Texas-based company id in the early
'199Os-first, Wolfenstein 3D. then the
legendary Doom-that forced the {lat
world of games to get some depth.
Building on those successes in the late
'1990s with Quake and Auake lll Arena,
id Software equipped gamers to not
only venture forwards, backwards, and
sideways, as in Doom, but also move up
or down, along the z-axis, achieving
true 3-D movement. The result was a

renaissance in gameplay. But, even
more, says Bouvier. by 2001 or 2002 a
"sort of golden age for Ouake 3 map-

ping and level editing" had ensued,
one where computers, the Internet, and

wide interest in the game itself created
an optimal moment for it to flourish.

BLOCK AND POLISH
Maps are generally made in four
stages, says Richard "Charon" Heath,
age 21 , whose level-building exploits-
inextremis, Stir Fried Rocks Attack-like
all of the mappers already mentioned,
have earned him a job in the gaming
industry. "The first step is to come up
with a plan," he states. "You basically
draw out your level, very much like tra-
ditional architectural blueorints.

"The second step is to build a very
simplistic version of the level in the
editor; what we call a block mesh. lt's
very similar in concept to a foundation,
but you would have to imagine a foun-
dation that encompasses walls and

ceilings as well." In appearance, "it is

literally as if everything was flat and
made of concrete."

Third, says Heath, "begin detailing
the level. This involves adding any-
thing that makes the map visually inter-
esting, such as doorframes and
handrails. At this stage, you would
basically be texturing the map, and a

texture format is similar to wallpaper
and paint." For certain games, like
Ouake, some of this work can be done
directly in the level editor. Others (such

as Epic Games' Unreal series, or Valve's

eagerly awaited Half-Life 2) require the
user to model in 3-D, using a standard
3-D application-Maya, 3DSMax,
gmax, Softimage, or Lightwave,
among others-and then import the
results into the editor.

"After this, you have a fourth stage,
which is literally a polish, or clean-up,

il BB I err+ *t



stage, where you add any extra, final

details to the level. Here is usually where

you would place it on the Web, allow

people to critique it, and then take that

feedback and polish your level further."

Finally, when everything is finished,

according to Heath, "You would 'Pack

the level up"' into a compressed file

"and release it to the 'net community."

The length of time this all takes

varies, based on the level! complexity

and the mapper's skill. Heath's latest,

Squid, required an estimated half-year

to complete, while his shortest, and

arguably his visual masterpiece, F/ea

Fights, was finished in 17 hours.

The speed, then, with which one can

model a complex structure, has led

some architects to adapt Ouake as a

previsualization tool. When Bill Gates

visited the University of Cambridge in

December 2001 , he stopped off at his

namesake William Gates Building, the

new home for the university's comPuter

lab. Had he roamed its halls about a

year-and-a-half earlier, though, he'd

have needed body armor and a

grenade launcher: The actual edifice

was laid out, first, as a model in Ouake

2. "We'll be happy to show it to you.

You can compare them side-by-side if

you wish," says Paul Richens, 48, direc-

tor of the Martin Centre CADLAB, in

Cambridget department of architec-

ture. Richens, who has also rendered as

FPS levels one of eighteenth-century

printmaker Giovanni Battista Piranesi's

famous carceri, or prisons, feels that

map-and-level builders can teach the

building profession a great deal.

"Architects have tried to build com-

puter models o{ buildings for some

years now," says Richens. "But the

results tend to be rather sterile, rather
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boring to look at. lf you compare the
ordinary architectural walkthrough with
games, you begin to learn why: The
people who make games find lots and
lots of ways to make virtual space inter-
esting, and they do that by putting
activity there. lf you look, really, game-
play design is all about ways of increas-
ing the kinds of interactions that you
have with the space, and the kinds of
importance that they have. And finding
these modes of gameplay, as we would
call them, is something that architects
need to learn from game designers."

Yet despite these insights, Richens
doesn't seem hopeful the architectural
community will take his lead and incor-
porate gameplay elements into pre-
sentations. "A surprising thing that we
actually experienced was that archi-
tects aren't very happy to have their
architecture turned into a game ano
then handed over to a client to play
with, because they lose all control of
what is seen and what is not seen.
Whereas. normally, architects are very
controlling in the way they present
proposals: They'll produce still per-
spectives, or maybe they'll do a very
carefully orchestrated walkthrough.
But they show the client exactly what
they want them to see. They're not at
all happy with the idea of showing
everything, and allowing the client to
explore it by himsel{ without being
supervised. But clients really love it.,,

Which raises the question: ls map-
and-level building actually architec-
ture?

The verdict varies somewhat. The
University of Lincoln's G. M. Matthews,
in his essay, "lnvasion of the Body
Snatchers: Architecture and Virtual
Space," defines architecture as more
than "building masterfully." Rather, he

says-with words that also, perhaps
none better, describe auake itt nr"n"
as a game-it is the "art of resistance,
play, and evasion."

Adds Richens, "The kind of skills

involved in building game levels certain-
ly overlap with what architects do. lt's a
less complicated activity than architec-
ture, but it certainly overlaps with it."

Of course it's architecture, contends
Columbiat Keller. "Any perceived
space changes the way that a person
or a group of people interact, whether
the space is real or virtual. Level design
is architecture because it is the design
of spaces," he contends.

Zaring, on the other hand, who took
so much inspiration from Meier's Getty,
finds the comparison "grandiose.
Basically, all we're doing is we're just
defining a space. There are no load
limits to factor in, or any kind of com-

plex engineering. All we're doing is

making something pretty. Whereas an

architect has to go to school for years
and years, and understand how to
engineer things in addition to design-
ing things. I think calling yourself an

architect might be overstating it a bit."
But Bouvier says the question of

whether or not mapping is architec-
ture isn't even reallv the issue. "lt's all
about art, and thait why it's a huge
form o{ art, too. That we can express
our inner world within such a game is

not even about the game, itself. lt's
all about showing our personality,
within a level."

Harry Allen, who writes frequently
on popular culture, has received a
Graham Foundation grant to study
map-and-level building. He is also
working on a book on the subject.
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Use of elaborate ornamentation is hard to consider these
days without some accompanying technological advance. A
recently developed technique employs self-placing or self-
compacting concrete (SCC). These highly fluid mixes incorpo-
rate superplasticizers-high-range water reducers-that help
them fill out ornately sculpted formworks and molds. The con-
crete, which leaves very smooth surfaces, can also save labor
needed for vibration, resurfacing, and leveling finished pours.

Experimental SCC uses date to 1988 in Japan; the French com-
pany Lafarge launched a commercial mix called Agilia at the
'1999 Batimat show in Paris; others brands have emerged since.

Classical architects have quickly adopted SCC to produce
baroque embellishments that recollect carved limestone and
cast terra-cotta. Vancouver, British Columbia-based architect
Joe Wai used four highly flourished 45-foot-tall prccast<on-
cr€te columns for a new vernacular gate marking the city's
Chinatown. Steel-truss cross beams with printed vinvl sheets
simulate decorated wood screens, and Taiwanese glazed
ceramic tiles complete the design, which is based on the inner
City Gates of Beijing from the nineteenth-century Ch'ing
Dynasty (1644-1911) that remained standing well into the
1930s. (Later Ch'ing designs adopted Rococo elements, as

epitomized by Hollywood's 1927 Grauman! Chinese Theater.)
"ln the classical idiom, you don't reinvent yourself; you find

the most appropriate example and the best way to reinvent it
for the particular situation," believes Wai, who also just flnished
an expansion of a Ming Dynasty-style Chinese garden. "So we
looked at the many examples of city gates going back to the
Han Dynasty that evolved in markedly different districts of
cities." Throughout all stylistic periods, the gates featured odd

Perforated, enameled steel panels and fiberglass dec-
orative rafters simulate wood elements for a new gate
in Vancouver's Chinatown. Self-compacting precast
concrete simulates intricately carved stone.

numbers of openings and greater heights than widths, Wai
notes. For his $650,000 Chinatown gate, he adjusted the pro-
portions to allow cars to pass and to avoid below-grade pipes.

The pictorial motif, which Wai conceived with graphic
artist Chi-Ho Yeung and feng shui master Joseph lp, portrays
ancient musical instruments and the traditional dress of sev-
eral Chinese ethnicities, including Mongolians and Tibetans.
The casts for the column bases and finials have intricate
organic fillips produced without sandblasting or patching,
thanks to the smooth casts of the SCC. rr
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For architects, file sharing.field updatee,
budgeting, and tracking are its key functions.

by Eileen McMorrow

tects for its abitity to enhance .'.;:;::n'::r:1"1;jj,
deliver updates to the field, and track and manage budgets-
responsibilities that were once solely the domain of the con-
struction manager (CM). But as architects provide more com-
prehensive services, they are employing PM skill sets and
software with greater frequency.

"Project-management software has its benefits for the RFl,
RFP, and change-order processes because it has a built-in
process and tracking system," says Ted Sak, chief informa-
tion and knowledge officer at Heery International, Atlanta.
"Project managers can manage the whole process and it
eventually gets to a change order. And a client may have a
question on design that is best managed with the software.

"Sharing files and documents works best. We have given
users multiple ways of doing this with FTP sites over the
Internet, which works better than e-mailing drawrngs among
the team members," adds Sak. Heery also hosts password-
secured projects at www.heeryprojects.com, so all parties can
access minutes of meetings and drawings.

Heery does not use as much online redlining, preferring
to do this work face-to-face. But Sak indicates that for cor-
recting a problem in the field, the tools are useful. "We take
copies of the drawings, redline, and post them to FTp or send
them via e-mail to look at them on a smaller scale."

Heery finds PM software especially useful when managing
finances. "Clients like to see a consistent format for overall
budgets," says Sak. "We are helping clients to manage
design, construction, and occupancy budgets. lt allows us to
detail what we are doing and to customize the system."

Heery uses a combination of Prolog Manager (www.pro-
logmanager.com), Constructware (www.constructware.com)
and Autodesk's Buzzsaw (www.usa.autodesk.com) for con-
struction site management. "We prefer self-hosting,,, Sak
explains, "but we also can self-host Prolog Manager, cus-
tomize it, and clients can access it through heeryx.com.,'

A critical issue for architects is connectivity to the hosted
PM software sites. "We need guick access when connecting
remotely-clients don't want to wait to see their documents.,,
That's also why Heery is a proponent of self-hosting, basical-
ly acting as an ,ASP. For public-sector clients, Heery hosts sta-
tus reports on www.heerypm.com and www.heerycm.com, so
anyone can access updated project information.

Oak Ridge High School, home to students whose
parents may be working at Oak Ridge National
Laboratories in Tennessee, needs to modernize its
facilities. Accessing www.heerypm.com enables any-
one to learn about the progress of the master plan to
renovate the existing high school, or any public-
domain project Heery may be working on.

For tracking projects in general, CR Studio Architects of
New York, uses Deltek Advantage (www.deltek.com)
because it allows projects to be tracked in terms of time and
money, and it can be connected to a firm's billing program
to help assess profitability.

When working with contractors, CR Studio uses Microsoft
Office's Project (www.office.microsoft.com), which enables
effective collaboration of team members within and
between organizations, allowing the architect to monitor
progress with the contractor who then reports to the client.
"lt is very easy to use," says Victoria Rospond, a firm princi-
pal. CR Studio also has a commission to design a carousel
building for an entertainment pier on Manhattan! West Side.
The Hudson River Park Trust and the New York State park sys-
tem created a website using Constructware for its PM, where
all project consultants with a password can post information,
minutes, and schedules, and access the project's standards.
"Constructware is the most progressive software we have
used," notes Rospond. "You can see the project's history."

Taking the contrarian viewpoint, H. Edward Goldberg, an
architect and software expert with HEGRA, Baltimore, and
an Architecture contributor, points out that PM software is
for "the domain of project construction, not design. PM
software is primarily management software for building and
paying bills," he adds. However, true collaboration with
construction PM software is allowing for real-time interac-
tion with architects, says Goldberg. For example,
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Primavera (www.primavera.com/solutions), can help design
and construction professionals improve project coordina-
tion. "The software is construction-oriented and tries to
mitigate risk among designers, contractors, and owners.

Information shared collaboratively allows construction peo-
ple to figure out how a building has to be built while it is

being designed," says Goldberg. The software can be used
to request pricing and create document checkout logs.

Tririga (www.tririga.com), for example, links people in the
field to the architect, so when the designer submits a specifi-

cation the construction team can see it. For example, when an

architect puts a door in the drawing, its specs are shared over
the Internet. Thus, PM becomes a collaborative tool.

"Yet, these PM tools are only as good as the craftsmen

behind the tool-and that is the same for all tools," contends
David Horowitz, managing director of operations at
Ouartararo & Associates, a New York-based project-manage-
ment firm. "lt's the ability to digest, analyze, and report the
information provided by the PM tools that adds value. lt's
how we use the cost, tasking, scheduling, or documentation
information and digest it and create focused critical reporls
that matters."

Ouartararo & Associates (wwwqa-pm.com) provides a cus-

tom software product, GoProjex, where clients can review costs,

invoices, and proposed changes. Using Microsoft Excel, the
data is analyzed to show month-to-month changes and to track

how money is being expended or risks are being assessed. For

example, GoProjex may indicate that a risk has occurred based

upon a client change in operations or due to an unforeseen field
condition. "We will have input potential exposure and provided

the client with a change in cost by the end of the project.

Production of a change-order report helps the client understand

the reduction or increase in risk mitigation," Horowitz explains.

By combining conventional scheduling and accounting
tools with work-process functions, GoProjex provides a macro

view of the numbers and tasks and micro-level work tools for
single-project implementation and communication-in effect,

all areas of responsibility. For the client's senior executives,
GoProjex allows them to log in and see the resolution of spe-

cific issues without participating in a meeting. Ouartararo also

uses Microsoft Office for scheduling.
More architecture firms are offering PM as a way to increase

the breadth of services beyond design. Many say they always

provide PM as part of the process of seeing their designs built.
PM software appears to be getting all parties on the same

page, um, screen. f

f,l tools for Staying on Task, on Time, and on Target

5 product: Projects 8i
5 manufacturer: Tririga
5 web: tririga,com

Projects 8i offers a solution for enter-
prise-wide capital projea manage-

ment. This suite of tools can auto-
mate, streamline, and manage the
full array of project processes, includ-
ing documentation, design, change

management, cost tracking, risk man-

agement, and scheduling, as well as

supply-chain management. The
Web-based platform provides an

"executive level" view of the entire
project, as well as the ability to quick-

ly drill down to all project specifics,

including action items, reminders of
critical dates, and pro.lect and risk

status reports.

5 product: Primavera Engineering
& Construction

5 manufacturer: Primavera
5 web: primavera.com

Primavera Engineering & Construction

enables its users to mitigate Projea
risk through schedule analysis, cost

forecasting, and streamlined coordi-
nation. Full-time schedulers and PMs

can use the software to schedule proj-

ects, track their progress, undertake
resource planning, and consolidate
contractor schedules. Since the soft-

ware also makes project information

Web and Palm accessible, every team

member has the power to receive and

react to customized, up-to-the-minute
assignments and tasks, including con-

tractors and subcontractors.

5 product: Constructware ASP
5 manufacturer: Constructware
5 web: constructware.com

Constructware ASP is a scalable,
secure Internet-based suite for PM,

collaboration, and design manage-

ment that simplifies PM and facilitates

online communication among team

members. lt allows for reporting, busi-

ness development, project informa-

tion, and document, personnel, and

file management from design and
preconstruction through PM and

closeout. Benefits include a powerful

centralized database where projecl
and company information is stored,

eliminating the need for multiple
logins to a project website and allow-

ing storage of a wealth of data.
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sources lll brick

The new Harvard Graduate Student Housing in Allston,
Massachusetts, by Machado and Silvetti Associates is "a
formidable and wonderful design," says historian Douglass
Shand-Tucci, and "a respectful but confident rejoinder to
Uos6 Lluisl Sert's landmark towers of the sixties and the
famous Coolidge courts of the riverfront ranges along the
opposite Cambridge bank."

For principal Rodolfo Machado, this is what the promi-
nent site, which marks the entrance to Harvard from
downtown Boston, demanded. So he reinterpreted the
campus' concrete-paneled modern towers and brick-clad
neo-Georgian courtyard buildings by means of a three-
level bridge connecting a five-story court surround and a

1S-story tower totalin g 240 apartments. The arrangement
sets up a "front lawn" and a covered terrace framing
views of the Charles River. The lateral span also gives
Harvard a progressive, fresh image, which has been its
architectural hallmark.

The skin includes brick for the courtyard, recollecting
the nineteenth-century housing, and cast stone for the
mid-rise, as used by Sert and Walter Gropius for their cam-
pus towers. Where the masses intersect, the faEade planes
register the meeting with the overlapping of two primary
brick patterns, one for exterior and one for courtyard walls. The effect is highly engaging: The court affords intimacy, but its
walls seem to bleed outward. Outside, the larger-scaled precast-concrete panels articulate several textures and a variety of
window patterns; dozens of unique cladding shapes were cast to execute the concept.

Machado insists that the surface variety is neither "Picturesquism" nor "casual decoration," but instead a regulated volu-
metric treatment. The sensual richness both articulates and softens the intersections of the prismatic masses. C.C. Sullivan

Named after the clay deposits near the manufacturer's facil-
ity in Clarksville, Arkansas, Eureka pavers come in five natu-

ral colors that resist ultra-
violet radiation, which can

cause fading in many arti-
ficially colored concrete
pavers. Modular or 8-inch
paving bricks are availabte
with three edge details-
square, chamfered, and
lugged-in both medium-
traffic and vehicular-traffic
grades, all of which are
suitable for mortarless
sand-set instal lations.

A tumbling technique imbues these extruded clay pavers
with a slightly deteriorated, softened appearance, giving
pedestrian walkways and
light vehicular driveways
a oleasant old-fashioneo
look. The 2-1 /4-inch-thick
pavers are available in a

range of colors including
earth tones, pastels, and
reds; all of the Antiqued
line of distressed oavers

are produced with a

novel interlocking system

for stability in light- and
heavy-traffic applications.
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sources lll workPlace

Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, the
lmpulse chair features a back split into
two sections held by aluminum vertical
supports. The lower section of the back
tilts, allowing the user more freedom of
movement with continued lumbar sup-

port. Available with or without arms, this
new offering in the task-seating catego-

ry is available using standard Kl, Pallas,

or custom fabrics.

the Topo furniture system from Metro
features vertically and horizontally
adjustable components to fit changing

office trends and personal preferences.

The system comprises freestanding
storage components and work surfaces

that are shared between open-plan
and private offices. Sliding windows
and screens between stations allow for
collaboration or privacy as the situa-

tion requires.

Versatile in every sense of the word,

stand designed to be used with an external key-
board, the Jellyfish from KnollExtra promotes
better posture and relieves the physical stresses
that contribute to carpal tunnel and back and
eye strain, which are associated with frequent
computer use. Offering three adjustable heights,
the Jellyfish accommodates most laptop models
and is available in four corors.

Ergonomics do not end with chairs. A laptop

The Neo wall is Haworth's solution to the demountable wall, endeavoring to
achieve sustainability in an attractive product. Answering calls from architects, Neo
was designed to include a thinner profile than previous walls had as well as multi-
ple choices for glass panels and exposed hardware. lt is available in several finish-

es, with the option of swinging or sliding doors.

This movable architectural wall product

allows for flexible uses of work spaces.

Stored inside an aluminum column for
easy storage and handling, Instant

Space is a 6-foot-by-12-foot textile
screen that unfurls to cordon off areas.

Opaque and sound absorbent, the
movable wall creates privacy for meet-

ings within open-plan workplaces. lt can

also be used as a projection screen.
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Take the notion that a Level 5 finish is too costly and time-intensive and blow it aside.

The new Rapid Deco@Level 5 Skim-Coated Drywall and Joint Finishing System makes a

Level 5 finish as easy to achieve as a Level 4. That means superior Level 5 results in a

fraction of the time. So you'll be fast to the finish and lookin' good. To find out more

call 1-800-237-5505 or visit www.rapiddeco.com.

Take Level 5 to the next level.

Ci r cl e 1 97 or www. a rch itectu rem a g.com/prod ucti nfo

k
Gypsum

wvwv. lafa rgenorthamerica, com

O Copyright Lafarge Nodh Amer ca Inc



E oroduct: Ketmar
s il;"rf;*;";i 6"t*ooa Woodworks
5 web: oakwoodww,com

sourceS

The Ketmar door, a 2-114-inch-thick piece of mahogany
with raised panels, is one of the custom, hand crafted
designs available from Oakwood. The company, which
ic l.rrcad in Pnrhac+or t\eW YOrk, Can prOdUCe dOOrS

and frames in any or shape, and in standard thickness-

es of 1-3i8 inches and '1 -3l4 inches. Precise pane' align-
ment ensures a continuous grain and color. Available
woods include cherry ash, poplal and oak. Glass

inserts (stained, leaded, clear, or frosted), wood trim,
sidc ites and trancnr n-^^l^ -^^ ^r-^ L ^ ^^^-iJi-d.Jvs rLsJ, orru rrorrJvrL Por srJ LorrorJv uY >PcLilR

5 product: Bungalow Series
5 manufacturer: Simpson
5 web: simpsondoor.com

With raised panels, the latest addition to Vetter's line of hinged patio
doors is rneant to add a traditional look to residential projects or light
commercial applications. Single- or double-panel inserts are offered.
Interiors come in clear pine, maple, oak, cherry, or mahogany; the
exterior is clad in aluminum, but can be special-ordered in primed or

Tha qim^c^n n^^r .^rrPany,s line of
traditional exterior doors now includes

the Bungalow Series with classic stile

and rail construction. The doors in this
coilection inr^trrdinn model 7222
(below), feature a 1-7 /16-inch-thick
heacled V-oronve "lnnerbond" and a

double hip-raised panel with the look
of wainscoting that, according to the
manufacturer, will not warp, shrink, or
split. Standard widths range from2-1/2
feet to 3-1/2 feet and heights of 7

feet, 8 feet, and 6 {eet, 8 incl'es.

Several sash (with 3/4-inch insulated

glazing) and panel door des gns a'e
offered in Douglas fir, Western hem-

lock, American red oak, and custom

woods such as maple, mahogany, and

Eastern white knotty pine.

FOR INFORMATION ON DOORS,
CIRCLE 127 ON PAGE 97.

5 product: Hinged patio door
fl manufacturer: Vetter Windows & Doors
5 web: vetterwindows.com

natural wood

. More design choices thon ony other monufocturer

. A oorts worronfu thot no one con beot

. Unmotched technicol ond customer suoport
INCTINATOR
;;;,v;,,;;;.,,

Give us o coll to leorn how your business con benefit

from selling Inclinotor's Elevette residentiol elevotors. Deni e6

1 59 or www.arch tecturema g.com/productinfo



Eating Architecture I

Jamie Horwitz and
Paulette Singley I MIT Press The
elevated position of design in main-
stream culture in the United States is

in many ways tied to a widespread
obsession with the settings and
tools for food preparation, presen-
tation, and consumption. In this
collection of 19 essays, artists, archi-
tects, and scholars examine the
connections between our food-
obsessed culture and architecture.
Beginning with an introduction on the relationship between food and location, the book proceeds through four thematic sec-
tions-place, kitchen, table, and mouth. Highlights include a piece by urban planner Ferruccio Trabalzi on the strategies of
global food tourism and an essay by Marco Frascari on taste and architecture. Commenting on everything from memory and
sensuality to industrialization and kitchen design, the book serves up a surprisingly palatable experience. Julia Mandell
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Canopy I P.S. 1 Contemporary Art Center I Long lsland Cityl, New York I Through September 4
Fog,rain,water,andsand-itsoundslikea 1970sfunkband,butthisquartetof elements,partof adesignby

Eric Bunge and Mimi Hoang of nArchitects for the courtyard of the P.S. 1 Contemporary Art Center; will more likely be bathed
in techno beats during the museum's weekly dance parties this summer. The installation is the result of the fifth annual invit-
ed competition sponsored by New York City's Museum of Modern Art and P.S. 1 to select an emerging firm to design an
outdoor environment that is displayed for all of 10 weeks and accommodates throngs of hipsters as they lounge and boo-
gie. For what is their largest commission to date, Bunge and Hoang have filled the courtyard with a medley of environments:
a heap of sand, a wading pool, a "rain forest" of live bamboo stalks showered by fire-sprinkler heads, and a "fog pad"-an
oval wooden deck cooled by misters. Uniting the ensemble-which is titled Canopy-.is an arching bamboo trellis held
together by stainless-steel wire. The two key elements of the project are shading and seating," says Bunge. Hoang adds,
"We wanted to combine both within one tectonic strategy." Anna Holtzman
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Dhaka Unconcealed I Worldview Cities
Project I www.worldviewqities.org The

second installment of this project, Dhaka Unconcealed
explores the architecture, design culture, and history of
Bangladesh's capital city. Sponsored by the Architectural
League of New York, the site has a range of informa-

tion, from technical details (population statistics, maps)

to profiles of 12 local design firms, focusing on the
challenges they face in carrying out modern design in a

city that is resistant to change. The website takes the
form of a comprehensive timeline that highlights
Dhakal history and design achievements and the cul-

tural and political forces that shaped them. While
informative and visually appealing overall, the site has

subcategories that are counterintuitive to navigate-
though the extra few minutes of effort yields a valuable
case study of a city in transition.

The Worldview Cities series focuses on the built envi-

ronment in places often overlooked by the design
press. Like the first installment on Caracas, Venezuela

IFebruary 2003, page 22], Dhaka Unconcealed contains
readings, interviews, photographs, and forums for dis-

cussion by architects worldwide. In the coming months,

the project will launch sites on the cities of Oslo, Beirut,

and Tiiuana. Katie Gerfen

FutureShack I Cooper-Hewitt I New York
City I Through October 10 Solos is a loosely

defined and open-ended series of experiments intended to
challenge the design disciplines. lts second installment sits in

the idyllic aarden behind the Cooper-Hewitt's century-old

mansion. Designed by Australian architect Sean Godsell,

FutureShack is a prototype fortemporary housing made from

a 22-foot-long shipping container. Intended for displaced or

disaster-stricken populations, the design was a selected

entry in the 1999 competition "Transitional Housing," an

Architecture for Humanity program intended to develop

temporary shelter for refugees returning to Kosovo. The unit

contains a bathroom, kitchen, collapsible furniture, and a

large sunshade lined with solar panels. All of this folds up

inside the container for transportation, and can be unpacked

and assembled in less than a day. Godsell claims that when
mass-produced, each of
the dwellings would cost

$15,000, a price that he

believes is affordable to
humanitarian groups. lt is

unclear, however, whether
such large objects could
be easily delivered to
remote or dangerous loca-

tions, or if FutureShack

would be a favorabte

choice over more localized

solutions. Julia Mandell

Zoomscape I Mitchell Schwarzer I Princeton
Architectural Press As defined in this fun and

thought-provoking (but also lengthy and academic) treatise,

the "zoomscape" describes a way of perceiving architecture

as we often do today: through the lens of a camera or from the

seat of a moving vehicle-"views of architecture modulated

by the accelerator pedal or the remote control," writes author

Mitchell Schwazer (who has also written German Architectural

Theory). The idea will instantly appeal to many architects, from

postmodernists to neomodernists, but the level of granularity

presented here (forty pages and 34 literary footnotes on rail-

roads in the era of an endangered Amtrak?) is a bit much to
digest. But it's the big idea that counts: know the zoomscaPe'

Design for it. Show your occupants and, more to the point,

your passersby, why buildings are still places to stop and con-

template our surroundinqs. C.C. Sullivan
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NEW YONK CITY
Hinai io Worl, xtirti
to God: Saving the
North Family Shaker Site
Views on and history of a
crumbling monument.
WORLD MONUMENTS
FUND GALIERY
wmf.org
Through September 20

VENICI
Mci;il;ph-t"
International
Architecture Exhibition
Exhibit of works by archi-
tects around the world.
VENICE BIENNAT€
labiennale,orglen
SeDtember 12-
November 7

M l !w4 u x E-Er wl,lco'N s_l N
Urban Waterfronts 22
22d annual conference
exploring ideas for water-
front design and their
implementation.
PFISIER HOIEL
waterfrontcenter.org
October 14-16

W-ASHINGTON, D.C:
Festival of Building Arts
All ages participate in and
observe a variety of build-
ing crafts at this festival.
NAtIOI\lAt zullDll{c
MT'SEUM
nbm.org
September 18

FRANKTU-nT,. GERMANY.
Bawa-Genius of the
Place
A retrospective on the
career of Sri Lankan archi-
tect Geoffrey Bawa.
GERMAN ARCHIIECTURE
MUSEUM
dam.inm.de
Through Oaober 17

N-Fw Y._9RK".C|I-Y-

Austria West: New
Alpine Architecture
Featuring 26 architects and
firms and their western
Austrian projects.
AUSTRIAN CU$UNAL
FORUM

ac'fny.org
Through October 30

NEW YORK CITY
Fa;d;e6ad, Mwei;
More: Revolutions of
't848
The change of an era as
seen through objects.
COOPER.HEWITT, NATION.
AL DESIGN MUSEUM
cooperhewitt.org
Through January 9, 2005 )

WILLIAMSTOWN,
MASSACHUSETTS
E ; i6rdd;iiiiecuiii
Photography
lmages of iconic American
buildings by famed Stoller.
WIIJAII/IS COIJ.EGE MIJSEUM
OFA{T
wcma.org
Through December 19 _

LZ

NEW CANAAN,
CONNECTICUT
M6Jeil D;t Hilac t;t;
and Symposium
Visits to internationally
Known nouses.
NAjVCA TAAN t{|sro6ilCAt
SOCIETY

nchistory.org
October 23

MlAMl
Jac Lerner-Adhesive 44
The S5o PaoloJcased
artist turns everyday mate-
rials into modernist
abstractions.
MIAMI ART MUSEUM
miamiartmuseum.org
Through October'10

E

lr.F,w YoRls _g!"T.Y
From the Eye of the
Master: Vintage
Photographs by
Constantin Brancusi
A display of 18 works by
the Romanian artist.
JA'ON MCCOY GALLERY
jasonmccoyinc.com

Through September 7

llw Io_BK glrY
Open Housa New York
Weekend event showcases
art and design at 125 sites
in all five boroughs.
OHNY
onhy.org
Octob€r 9 and 10

P/A Awards
Architedu re's annua I pro-
gram for unbuilt projects
(see page 18).

architecturemag.com
Deadline August 27

NEw _y,,onK,,qlly
Humble Masterpioces
A collection of common
objects and an examina-
tion of how their insoired
designs make life easier.
MOMA ONs
moma.org
Through September 27

NOTTERDAM
tht ciiticai iiToi
A review of 1 0 years of
Dutch architecture: defi n-
ing characteristics and the
driving social forces.
NETHERI-AND5
ANCHIIECN'RE II{sTM'IE
nai.nl
Through October 3

PHIL,/[DELPHIA
Sid;iu;e u;b# 6biacd
Conference exploring the
brairding of cities by their
functional urban objects.
UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS
COLLEGE OF ART & DESIGN
si gnatureurloanobjects.com
October 15 and 16

U.S. Green Building
Council Design
Competition
USGBC's competition for
students and young archi-
tects to design a LEED
"platinum" building.
architects.org
Deadline September 'l

M_ONTRFAL . ......
Architects' Books
An examination of three
eras of architects' books
and the relation between
designer and reader.
CANADIAN CENTRE FOR
ARCHFECTURE

cca.oc,ca
Through September 26

NEW YONK CITY
a;m; N;su;lii;'
Sculptural Design
An exhibit demonstrating
the versatility of Noguchi's
threedimensional design.
THE NOGUCHI MUSEUM
noguchi.org
Through October 4

M

BALTIMORE
Fi'it Annullelliilte-
Architesture Week
Series of architecture-
based events including
tours, lectures, and design
awards.
AIA BALTIMOiE
aiabalt.com
October 9-16

upl.l'r_-F, l-r,A-!Y
Promosedia286
lnternational Chair
Exhibition
Exposition dedicated sole-
ly to chairs with exhibitors
from 200 manufacturers.
uDlt{E EsPostztoNl
icffcom
September 10-13

European Union Prize for
Cultural Heritage
Competition for prizes in
historical renovation, con-
servation or study of cul-
tural heritage.
eu ropanostra.orgllang_en
Deadline Seotember 15

NEW YORK CITY
ffidtcoid;woftny - -
Modern sculoture from the
British artist, installed in
the roof qarden.

OF ART
mermuseum.org
Through October 3l
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

HTEHITEETUTE
To advertise contact Michael Parrish at 646 6545763 (phone) or646 654 5816 (fax) mparrish@architecturemag.com

The low profile MiT5 fluorescent I

naire is ideal for demanding archite
al applications where small scale,

ture-packed lighting is required.
specification grade fixture is availab

several one and two lamp config
tions for standard or high outpu'
lamos. Ootional features such as I

dimming and emergency battery
up ballasts allow the MiT5 to integ

with building control systems. P.

No. US 6,652,119 B1

Bartco Lighting
Huntington Beach, CA 714.848.0t
info@bartcolighting.com
www.bartcolighting.com Circle 10

BIOFIT LABORATORY STOOLS

BioFit@ Engineered Products m

factures heavy-duty ergonomic I

ratory stools in a variety of con
rations. Models include stools
vinyl or other chemical-resi:
upholsteries. Seat-height adjustr
ranges are offered for applica
from desk to high-bench hei

Options include various backr
footrings, urethane seats, ca

and backresVseat tilt functions
information, call 1-800-597-022
visit www.biofit.com
Circle 104

LUMIERE MONACO 6000

The Lumidre Monaco 6000 I
of small-scale, HID ingn
floodlights (39w-175w),
architectural/commercial ap1

tions, utilizes the VenterrarM

& water management sy

providing reduced lens tem
tures and protection frorr
outdoor elements. Lurr
exclusive Beam-DriverrM :'
system Provides easy, Pre(
aiming. The internal lamp

ule tilts O" -15" and rotates a complete 360o. Drive-over rated to
lbs. Visit www.lumierelighting.com for more information or e

talktous@cooperlighting.com. Circle 1 06

ARAKAWA HANGING SYSTEMS

Arakawa Hanging Systems
supplies quick release
cable Grippers to retail
stores and fixture manu-
facturers, exhibit builders,
galleries and museums,
and general contractors.
You may find Arakawa
Grippers hanging art,
shelves, signage or pan-
els, on balustrades and
evensuspending light fix-
tures. Circle 101

HATCH RAILING SYSTEM

s+F€:$$lh

Bilcot Bil-GuardrM hatch railing
system provides a permanent
means of fall orotection for hatch
openings. Tested and proven to
meet and exceed OSHA fall protec-
tion regulations (29 CFR 1910.23),

the Bil-Guard installs easily with
basic tools and features corrosron
resistant construction. For more
information, visit www.bilco.com or
call (203) 934-6363.
Circle 103

VAPOR RETARDER SPEC SHEET

A two-page brochure describes the
benefits and features of MemBrainTM,
CerlainTeed's Smart Vapor Retarder.

This unioue oroduct breathes to allow
excess moisture to escape, reducing
risk and liability of moisture-related
oroblems in walls. The spec sheet also

details the product performance and
permeability. For more information,
call '1-800-233-8990 or visit www.cer-
tainteed.com. Circle 105
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IEATHER SHIELD

RCHITECTURE PRODUCT REVIEW

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

HI'EHITEETUI'E'5
classified advertising

To Advertise. Contact Michael Parrish
1-646-654-5763 or Fax 1-646-654-581 6 mparrish@vnubuspubs.com

Haworth, lnc. seeks a Solutions Coordinator at its Seattle facility to coor-
dinate the design and installation of office interiors, utilizing raised
access flooring, cable management systems, and movable wall systems.
Specific duties include: establishes project scope and deliverables;
provides sales proposals; manages project timeliness; and reviews pro-
posals, quotations, and drawings for adherence to project vision and
pricing, Requires associates in architectural technology, and 3 years in
the job offered or as a Solutions Coordinator or Project Coordinator.
Experience must include 3 years coordinating the design and installation
of office interiors utilizing raised access flooring and cable management
systems and movable wall systems. send resume to job # sc-sEAoo1,
Haworth, lnc., One Haworth Center, Holland, Michigan 49423-9576.
EEO/AA Employer M/F/DN

JR Walters Resources, Inc. specializing in the placement of technical
professionals in the A&E field. Openings nationwide.

Address: P.O. Box 617, St. Joseph, Ml 49085-0617
phone: 269-925-3940 fax: 269-925-0448

e-mail: jrwawa@jrwalters.com www.jrwalters.com.

Under supervision of licensed architect, produce design and construc-
tion documents, construction administration, construction and office
management, computer-aided drafting using AutoCAD 2002, detailing,
freehand sketching, creating sample boards and, colored renderingi;
prepare schematic designs design development drawings; coordinate
with all disciplines including civil, structural, mechanical plumbing and
electrical drawings; and prepare bid and construction documents. Req. 5
years professional degree in architecture, w/proficient with Corel Word
Perfect, Ouattro Pro 11 and Presentations, Microsoft Applications as
well as Volo View, Photo-shop and lllustrator a plus. Must have ability to
manage projects with little supervision.40hrlwk, 8:30-5:30. Seno resume
to Hiscutt Associates at 2550 Northwinds Parkway, Suite 140,
Alpharetta, GA 30004.

Weather Shield's new
Telescoping Patio Door
ranges from 19' wide to 24'
wide and heights of 6'10",
8'2" or 1O'0". lts worthy of the
view it frames, whether land-
scape, seascape or mountain-
side panorama. This door's
design has overlooked noth-
ing so its view can overlook
everything. Visit the Web site
at www.weathershield.com or
call 1-8@-477-6808. Cirde 119

To advertise contast

Michael Parrish at

646 654 5763 (phone)

or 646 654 5816 (fax)

mparrirh@architecturemag.com

CAD Drafter to prepare detailed drawings of architectural designs and
plans for buildings, according to specifications, sketches, and rouqh
drafts provided by architect. Needs to draw rough and detailed sketc'h-
es, drawings, and plans to scale. Perform artistic plus technical drawinos
through the use of architectural computer software. Must have a bach!-
lort degree or foreign edlexp equiv. in Draftlng/CAD-CAM and 2 yrs.
exp. as a CAD Drafter, Proficient with Autocad, Corel Draw, photoshop,
PowerPoint, and the ability to support interior design and color selection
services. Must have verifiable references. Mail resumes to: H.R., Dow
Howell Gilmore, 491 Northpoint pkwy, WpB, FL 33407.

Fortune 500 clientele, Watercolor: 11', x 17",3 days. Evocative, poetic,
Cost Effective. AUICK SKETCHES TOO! Visa, MC, AmEx. Mavron
Renderings, 1 -800-537-9256, 1 -212-633-jSO3.
Msit www.mayronrend.com

Meet all design standards in conjunction VProject Architect, project
Manager, Consultants thru all phases of design incl Schematic Design,
Design Dev & Contract Docs, using manual drafting, AutoCAD 2004,
Microsoft Excel, Adobe in Design, Adobe photoshop. Meet w/clients,
program needs, progress thro-spacing planning, select finishes, furni-
ture, equipment & dev construction docs. Coord to ensure that electri-
cal, mechanical, data, security reqs are met. Write programming specs,
develop, monitor, project budgets, schedules. Visit site & punch listing.
Act as Job Captain, Requs: Bachelors or foreign equivalent in Interior
Design, 2 yrs. Exp in Interior Design, NCIDO certified or in process & eli-
gible to obtain; proficient in manual drafting, AutoCAD 2004, MicroSoft
Excell, knowl of Adobe in Design, Adobe photoshop; able to est, moni-
tor project budgets, write programming specs & prep purchasing docs;
exp must inclwork in mixed-use projects, Hospitality sector & large scale
projects; proficient in relevant bldg, safety codes, regs, incl IBC & ANSI;
proficient in imperial, metric conversions; exp must incl design of secure
spaces thro space planning & exciting, security systems & equipment &
security used in high security applications such as airports, casinos, govt
buildings; exp must incl work as Job Captain; knowl of green bldg piod-
ucts & appropriate apps; functional knowl of mechanical, elecirical,
plumbing, willing to work wkds, incl Sundays; verifiable refs. Send
resume to Doug Thimm, MHTN Architects, 42O E. South Temple, Salt
Lake City, UT 841 1 '1.
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continued from page 12

ogy, lighting and vegetation, and site ecology and circulation

systems. About 80 years ago, the professions of architecture

and landscape architecture tried an experiment, helping to
form the profession of planning. But over the last 50 years,

that profession has migrated into social and economic plan-

ning, leaving landscape architects to assume the premier

physical planning position.
Jon Bryan Burley
East Lansing, Michigan

Competing in ltaly
What "Tyranny of Contest" [May 2004, page 37] describes

about European competitions is true, but the situation in ltaly

is quite distinct. The ltalian Parliament passed a law a few

months ago to regulate comPetitions and to improve the qual-

ity of architecture in public projects. Before approving the law,

Co. Di. Arch., a Milan-based private committee created to

defend architects' interests, presented the Minister of Culture

the following suggestions: "(1) Jury discussions should be pub-

lic, and the vote open. The parlicipants and public can attend

but have no right to intervene. However, the jurors, if they wish,

can ask the participants to explain their proposals; (2) The ideas

competition should ask only for one drawing board and one

page of description of the proposals. The capacity of synthe-

sis, in architecture, is always an expression of quality .'. only

one drawing board was used by Le Corbusier to publicly illus-

trate his Plan Voisin 11925), (3) The currently (fake) anonymous

system should end. 'Architecture needs a father and a mother

to be born,' Filarete wrote in his fifteenth-century Irattato di

architettura. (4) The number of architects on juries should be

reduced ...'arlistic sensibility,'it is known, can be stronger in

an illiterate than in a graduate."
Needless to say, none of this was accepted. As Bay Brown

writes, in a global world "the issue becomes an international

one"; the above suggestions are a humble contribution.

Mariopaolo Fadda

Sa nta M onica, Californ t a

A kinder, gentler greenwash
The adicle on human-centered sustainable design and its

"kinder, gentler" approach [April 2004, page 39] shows two

projects by architects that appear to be designing way too

big (walk softly and leave as small a footprint as possible) and

too homocentric (humans are only one small part of the pre-

cious web of nature). While we can't build without doing any

harm, we can at least make every effort to minimize the harm

we do. From here it looks a lot more like business as usual

with a {ew token eco-gestures and some slick, buzzword pub-

lic relations to make the urban megastructure owners falsely

fantasize that they're environmental heroes.

Don Stephens

Spokane, Washington

CORRECTION

The article on Penci/ Points failed to credit the editors of that

book, George E. Hartman and Jan Cigliano.
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Session Topics Include:
. Site Planning, Construction

& Design

- Permitting process, latest design
trends, controlling construction costs

' Financing Mixed-Use Projects

- Assembling the right finance
pacKage

. Managing for Maximum Profit

- Leasing strategies, managing
drverse tenant groups

. Case Studies in Success

. How to Find Partners & Structure JVs

Get lnvolved in
rhe Hottest

Real Estate
0pportunityroday...

October 28-29,2004
The Ritz-Garlton, Buekhead, Atlanta, GA

Architecture, Commercial Property News and Mutti-Housing News
combine their industry expertise to bring you the all-new Mixed-Use
Development Conference.

Learn everything you need to know to begin successfully developing
mixed-use projects or to expand your existing portfolio at this one-
of-a-kind conference. With sessions led by experts in the design,
finance & development sectors and networking opportunities to
find capital, design and development partners, the Mixed-Use
Development Conference is a MUST-ATTEND event!

For more information on
session:, speakers or to register, log on to

www.cpnonline.com/conferences and click on
the "Mixed-Use Development Conference" or call

t-800-95{t-t3t4, ext 4503.

Inte-rested in Sponsoring? Call Patrick Brennan,
646{5&t1570 for information on our exclusive

sponsorship packages.

Iime Warnor Center, Coltnbus Circle, t{ew yo* City
lmage: Skidmore, owings & Metrill and Archimation

Valuable Informarion.
Exte ns ive Netrruorking Opportunities.
Innovative Strategies from the Experts on one
of the fastest growing sectors in Real Estate.

ptesented by
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able in the United States, the fair was a showcase for multi-

culturalism long before it became a catchword' Towering over

the fair was Philip Johnson's New York State pavilion, with

capsule elevators climbing to a platform {rom which the

Unisphere was visible below. ls it too much o{ a stretch to see

the condition of Johnson's building, which has been rotting

away for nearly 40 years, as a statement about "peace

through understanding"?
Twelve years ago, the United States Information Agency

closed its World's Fair office. Around the same time, Congress

failed to appropriate money for a pavilion at Expo '92 in Seville

designed by Los Angeles-based architect Barton Myers'

lnstead, at a fair celebrating the 500th anniversary of

Columbus's voyage to the new world, the United States Put uP

a couple of tents it had in storage, resulting in what was. by all

accounts, a national embanassment' Will any fair ever reserve

the best space {or the United States again? In 2000, the theme

o{ the Hannover fair was "a new world arising"-and the United

States wasn't there. A state department spokesman, Adam

Meier, said he didn't know if we would be represented in

Shanghai. There is a plan to do something at next year's {air in

Aichi, Japan, but Meier didn't know what.

For architects, world's fair pavilions-which are by defini-

tion temPorary-provide opportunities to experiment with

materials and forms that might seem frivolous in other con-

texts. For every pavilion by a star architect (Alvar Aaltot

Finnish pavilion in Paris in 1937 , or Tadao Ando's design for

Japan in Seville), there are dozens of others by little-known

designers that use temporariness as license to try new things'

But the issues go beyond design. The United States needs

an image upgrade, and a pavilion costs far less to build than

an Apache helicopter. The world won't be coming to America

in 2010; it will be heading to Shanghai, with or without us'

Fred A. Bernstein contributes to the New York Tirnes and

Oculus, the journal of the AIA New York Chapter'
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WORLD'S FAIRS ARE NO LONGER ON THE AMERICAN AGENDA.

lT'S TIME TO REJOIN THE GLOBAL COMMUNIW. ByFREDA.BERNsTETN

lf the next 100 years will be, as some predict, the Chinese

Century, one of the harbingers is the world's fair planned for

Shanghai in 2010. The Bureau International des Expositions

(BlE)-the Paris-based organization that sanctions world's fairs-
chose Shanghai over competing cities in Mexico, Russia,

Poland, and South Korea.

No U.S. city was even in the running. And no U'S' city is

preparing a world! fair bid. Indeed, our country is so uninter-

ested in international exhibitions that it dropped out of the BlE,

which has 9'1 member countries, in 2002' According to Alfred

Heller, author of a 1999 book on world's fairs, even if a U'S' city

wanted to hold a fair, the BIE would be hard-pressed to approve

its bid. "Why would it support a fair in the U.S. when its own

members are competing for the same dates?" he asked'

American participation in fairs sponsored by other countries

has dropped off precipitously. In 2000, the United States was a

no-show at the fair in Hannover, Germany, having decided that

building a pavilion wasn't cost-effective' Some 180 nations,

from Swaziland to Uzbekistan, managed to find the money'

All of this is heartbreaking to any lover of fairs and their archi-

tecture. Ushering in the last century-the American Century-

was the 1893 World's Columbian Expositlon, in Chicago, with its

"white city" of classically inspired buildings. ffhe association of

the beaux arts with public architecture flourished soon after') In

New York City, the 1939 World s Fair brought memorable design

and technology (including the Trylon and Perisphere) to the

masses. Twenty-five years later, an era of optimism brought

more gee-whiz pavilions to the same site in Queens'

The 1964 World's Fair was dedicated to "peace through

understanding" and, at least in the eyes of this observer (who

was eight years old at the time), it went a long way toward

accomplishing that goal. Sure, the {air was commercial (with

General Motors, lBM, and Pepsi putting on some of the best

shows). But with Michelangelo's Pieid in the Vatican pavilion;

the works o{ Goya, El Greco, and Picasso in the Spanish out-

pos| and an amazing range of {oreign foods not then avail-

lE ua I eort il
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The Gypsum $haftliner Panel With Increased Mold Protection
The jobsite is a hostile environment where materials can casily bccomc targets for mold and mildew
beioie,as well as after installation. That's why Temple-lnland"is introducirig rhe kmShield'"
proteclion system on its SiientGuard"'gypsum shaftliner panels. SilentGuard TS provides the same
sound control and fire resistance as our traditional board, while delivering sis,nificantly hieher mold
resistance. Prod^uced in.a one-.inch thickness, a two-foot width and lengrh"s to"l2 feet, (ilefiCuardtS
is a fast, cost-efficient alternative to masonry construction for various fire-rated shaft and area
separation walls. So keep your guard up with SilentGuard TS, your shieid against moid.

Circle 34 or www.architecturemaq.com/productinfo

800-231-6060 www.lemple.t0m

Templelnland"
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With Weather Shield windows

and doors, it's easy to get

a handle on great design.

You can inspire homeowners

with options such as stylish

entry door handlesets in

three distinctive designs,

sliding patio doors with new,

elegantly curved handlesets

or hinged patio doors offering

two beautiful lever handleser

choices. An array of eight

popular hardware finishes

beautifully complements

the knobs and pulls used on

fine cabinetry throughout

the rest of the home. Plus

coordinating multi-point

locks and hinges provide the

highest level of performance

and security. Never settle for

anything less. Demand better.

Compromise nothing. Want

more. For complete hardware

options call 1 -800-477-6808.
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Want Mole

www.weathersh ield.com/A

O 2004 Weather Shield Mfg., Inc
Circle 250 or www.architecturemaq.com/oroductinfo


